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ABSTRACT

ROLE OF SURFACE CHEMISTRY IN NANOSCALE
ELECTROKINETIC TRANSPORT
Selcuk Atalay
Old Dominion University, 2014
Director: Dr. Shizhi Qian

This dissertation work presents the efforts to study the electrofluidics phenomena, with
a focus on surface charge properties in nanoscale systems with the potential applications
in imaging, energy conversion, ultrafiltration, D N A analysis/sequencing, D N A and protein
transport, drug delivery, biological/chemical agent detection and micro/nano chip sensors.
Since the ion or molecular or particle transport and also liquid confinement in nano
structures are strongly dominated by the surface charge properties, in regards o f the
fundamental understanding o f electrofluidics at nanoscale, we have used surface charge
chemistry properties based on 2-pK charging mechanism. Using this mechanism, we
theoretically and analytically showed the surface charge properties o f silica nanoparticles
as a function o f their size, pH level and salt ionic strength o f aqueous solution. For a fixed
particle size, the magnitude o f the surface charge typically increases with an increase in pH
or background salt concentration. Furthermore, we investigated the surface charge
properties o f a charged dielectric nanoparticle and flat wall in electrostatic interactions.
According to the theoretical results strong interactions cause a non-uniform surface charge
density on the nanoparticle and the plate as a result o f the enhancement o f proton
concentration in the gap between the particle and the plate. This effect increases with
decreased separation distance ( kH). We moreover investigated the ion confinement inside
the nanospaces and using a continuum model, we showed the proton enhancement in

extended nanochannels. The proton enrichment at the center o f the nanochannel is
significant when the bulk pH is medium high and the salt concentration is relatively low.
The results gathered are informative for the development o f biomimetic nanofluidic
apparatuses and the interpretation o f relevant experimental data.
Later, we have developed an analytical model for electroosmotic ion transport inside
pH-regulated nanoslits and compared the results with the numerical study. We showed
the influences o f background salt concentration, pH level and the length o f nanoslit on
EOF velocity. The predictions show that the EOF velocity increases first and then
decrease with background salt concentration increasing and the EOF velocity increases
with pH level o f aqueous solution.
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N O M ENC LA TUR E
The variables and parameters used in this dissertation

Variables

Description

C0

Bulk concentration of cations and anions

C,0, C*

Bulk concentration o f the ith ion

c KCt

Bulk Salt Concentration

e

Charge o f an electron

Di

Ionic Diffusivity o f the ith ion

E

Applied Electric Field

F

Faraday Constant
Equilibrium constants o f dissociation actions

N

Total number o f ionic species

^ T o ta l

Total number of the site functional groups

P

Pressure o f the environments

pH

pH level o f aqueous solution

R

Gas Constant

Re

Reynolds Number

T

Absolute temperature

u

Fluid velocity

V

Potential bias across the nanochannel

Zi

£0

Valence electron number o f the ith ion.
Absolute permittivity in the vacuum

Variables

Description

6,

Relative permittivity o f the fluid

P

Fluid Density

P.f

Space charge density inside the fluid

y/, </,

Electric potential distribution

Vs

Surface electrical potential

Vi

Zeta potential

Vc

Central electrical potential

k,Xd

Debye Length parameter

P

Dynamic Viscosity o f the fluid

O,

Surface charge density

r

Surface site density
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CHAPTER 1
IN TR O D U C TIO N
1.1

Electrokinetic Phenomena in Modern Science
The field o f nanofluidics has developed recently as a result o f the developments in

materials synthesis and nanofabrication techniques [51, 192]. These innovations are
leading scientists to create the fluidic systems with a reduced characteristic length scale to
the nanometer range. This range o f fluidic devices reveals new physics that has never been
realized in conventional systems (microfluidic systems) such as non-conventional
molecular transport [44], nanocapillarity [194], entropic trapping for D N A [69] and
proteins separation [81], ion selectivity [108], and ionic concentration polarization (ICP)
[97], and also many unique fluid properties were found such as the viscosity [70, 110, 145,
150], diffusion coefficient o f ions [51, 145] and macromolecules [57, 180], dielectric
constant [39, 70], enzyme reaction rate [187], dissociation o f silanol (SiO H) group [149],
vapor pressure [136], electric conductivity [190], the flow rate o f water [107], proton
mobility [135], and hydrogen ion concentration [94], These scientific contributions may
lead to technological

breakthroughs

from

a fundamental view

in the field

of

nanotechnology, such as nanofluidic transistors [92, 206], single D N A digestion mapping
[161], nanoparticle [60] and molecular level separation [73], and water purification [96].
These application areas showed a superior performance compared to bulk-scale operations,
such as higher speed, smaller sample, easier operation, higher functionality, and more
compact instruments.
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Since the dimension o f the channel space is about nanometer regime, the behavior o f
the fluid and ions may be very different than those in bulk due to confinement and surface
effects. When the size o f the electric double layer (E D L) (1-100 nm) is comparable with
the channels 10-100 nm in height, the effects o f EDL, i.e., a classical model o f solid-liquid
interfaces, significantly exerts. The EDL is formed due to the presence o f trapped charges
as a result o f dissociation o f ionizable groups or adsorption/reaction o f ions at the
liquid/solid interface. The surface charges are screened by the accumulation o f counter
ions near the surface, forming a compact and diffuse layer. When the E D L thickness is
comparable to the channel height, an overlap o f EDLs occurs and thus the local surface,
ion, and fluid properties show different behavior than the bulk-scale physics. Even though
EDL is a function o f surface material, the ionic strength and the pH level o f the solution, it
is crucial to control EDL properties in order to have a unique and adjustable ionic
transportation using nanofluidic devices based on the geometry o f the nanochannel, as well
as various surface charge densities by changing the nanochannel material. Although the
performance o f the nanofluidics devices depend on the surface charge properties, many
existing studies were assumed to remain constants even the conditions o f strong EDL
overlaps [3, 44, 72, 89, 124, 175]. The theories (i.e. D L V O theory [48, 84, 141, 198-199]
) that developed to predict to surface charge density also assumes a uniform charge
distribution o f the interaction surfaces [23-24, 26-28, 35, 46, 50, 52, 58, 82, 106, 112, 131,
134, 139, 146, 151, 164, 196, 200, 204, 222-223].

Therefore, the understanding of

electrokinetic properties o f ion transport and liquid confinement in nanochannel are
important aspects, not only from fundamental perspectives but also for the development of
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next-generation various actuation and sensing tools in the areas o f science, analytical
chemistry and healthcare.

1.2

Basics of Electrokinetics

1.2.1 Origin o f Interfacial Charge
When a solid substrate immerges into an aqueous medium (e.g. KC1 in water),
spontaneously an electric charge [83] develops on the surface due to several mechanisms.
The most relevant ones to electrokinetic fields are ionization o f surface groups or
adsorption of ions, as shown in Figure 1.1.

N a # C\

j

Silica Wall Immobile Layer

H+ , O H#

H 20 ^

S \ sJ

Diffusive Layer

Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration o f free silanol groups, counter and co-ions.
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Ionization o f Surface Groups: Many substrate surfaces contain acidic groups, and owing
to reactivities o f surface groups (oxides, carboxylic acids, and amino groups), their
dissociation gives rise to a negatively charged surface. Silica micro/nano devices can be
given as a particularly well-studied example. In silica substrate, silanol groups on the
surface can be deprotonated in aqueous solutions by leaving a negative surface charge:

SiOH
SiOH;

>SiO +H+

(1.1)

»SiOH+H+

(1.2)

where K a and Kb are the equilibrium constants o f the reaction. The magnitude o f the
surface charge depends on the surface chemistry, acidic and basic strength o f the surface
groups and salt concentration o f aqueous solution [6, 77, 180]. Other materials such as
SiNx, AI2O 3, BN, and the carboxylate-modified surfaces also have surface charges when
immersed in solution due to the same physical reasons.

The surface charge density can be basically described as

CT, = S z-e / ^
I

in which zt is the valence electron number, e is the charge o f an electron, and A is the
surface area.

1.3

Electric Double Layer (EDL)
The developed surface charge and the mobile electrolyte ions inside the aqueous

solution further interacts with coulomb forces and the counter-ions that have the opposite
charge to the substrate surface, approach to the surface in order to neutralize it. However,
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the thermal Brownian motion o f these ions prevents the accumulation o f counter ions so
that the ions keep their formation on the surface. This structure is called as electric double
layer (E D L). The EDL is formed in two layers, one o f them is composed o f the surface
charges and other one is composed o f ions attached to the surface charge via the Coulomb
force. The sum o f the all charges (counter-ion, co-ion and charged surface) within these
layers is zero.

There are several theoretical models o f EDL:

1.3.1

Helmholtz Model

The earliest E D L model was studied by Helmholtz in 1853. This model considers that
the surface charge is fully neutralized by a single layer o f counter-ions at a metal-electrolyte
interface, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. A ll the counter-ions are formed within a compact
mono-layer on the surface that is limited by a radius o f the ion. The potential has a linear
drop within this distance. This model cannot explain the real physical behavior o f nature.

6

Potential
/N

>x

Figure 1.2. Ion distribution and corresponding potential profile for Helmholtz model.

1.3.2

Gouy-Chapman Model

Gouy and Chapman [34] developed a more sophisticated model by considering the
counter and co-ion distribution from the interface, which is called diffuse layer o f the EDL,
as shown in Figure 1.3. The ion distribution obeys the Boltzmann energy distribution law
and the diffusion o f point charge ions are given by Fick’s law. The Gouy-Chapman model
is still not an accurate picture o f nature. This model considers that ions behave as a point
charge and can approach to the surface indefinitely, meaning that it overestimates the EDL
thickness.
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Potential
A

V = V Bulk

--------------

<

> x

►
Diffuse Layer

Figure 1.3. Ion distribution and corresponding potential profile for Gouy-Chapman model
within diffuse layer.

1.3.3

Gouy-Chapman-Stern Model

Neither o f these approaches alone predicted exact physical behaviors until Stem did in
1924. Stem introduced an additional layer (immobile layer), which consists o f adsorbed
and partially absorbed ions, which acts like a capacitor and adsorbs a significant part o f
potential at the solid/liquid interface. The Stem layer is formed by two inner layers: inner
(IH P ) and outer (OHP) Helmholtz layers, as shown in Figure 1.4. The ions in the inner
Helmholtz layer are non-hydrated positive and negative ions: however, the outer Helmholtz
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layer is made o f only hydrated counter-ions. The thickness o f these regions is on the order
o f one or two hydrated ions.
The interface o f OHP and the diffuse layer is referred as the slip plane (or shear plane),
and it bears the zeta potential ( Q ). In the diffuse layer, Stem used the Gouy-Chapman
diffusive theory to describe the counter-ion distribution away from the immobile layer.
Within the Stem layer the potential o f IHP becomes higher than OHP; it is due to the
fact that the surfactant co-ions are adsorbed to the interface, as shown in Figure 1.4. The
potential later decreases by decreasing the total number o f ions within OHP, and within the
diffuse layer, the Gouy-Chapman model takes places and exponentially approaches to zero
voltage.

Potential
IHP
OHP Slip Plane
m m *"— r ' — ■ V •—

■4 ------------------------------------------

Stem Layer

►

Diffuse Layer

Figure 1.4. Ion distributions and the corresponding potential profile in Gouy-Chapman-Stern
model.
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1.4

Potential Distribution of Electric Double Layer for Flat Surfaces

1.4,1

The Boltzmann Distribution

In order to relate the ionic spatial distribution in the diffuse electric double layer to
surface potential, the Boltzmann distribution is derived using the thermodynamics
probability law, which states that the probability o f an isolated system taking a
thermodynamic equilibrium state with an energy W is proportional to exp{ - W I k BT ),
where T is the absolute temperature and kn is the Boltzmann constant.

Suppose that a charged surface immersed in a liquid contains N type o f ionic species
with valence number z, and the bulk concentration c ," and based on the electroneutrality
condition where yr = 0 , one can evaluate:

(1.4)

The bulk solution is electrically neutral at positions infinitely far away from the charged
solid surface. Therefore, the probability density o f finding an ion at location x can be
written as:

(1.5)

where C°° is the ionic number concentration at the neutral state where y/ = 0 and C, is
the ionic number concentration o f the i'h ionic species at the state where the electric
potential is y/ \ F, R, T are the Faraday constant, universal gas constant and absolute
temperature, respectively.
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The objective here is to obtain an analytical expression for the distribution o f potential
and ion concentrations due to the presence o f a charged surface in a dielectric medium
having free charge. The Poisson equation is given by:

-s f t f ' ¥ = Pt

(1-6)

The space charge density o f the mobile ions,p { can be written in terms o f the number of
concentrations o f the ions and the corresponding valences as:

p f = ' L Fz&
(=1

<L 7 )

where C( is the ionic number concentration o f the i,h ionic species, z, is the valence o f the
i,h ionic species, F is the Faraday constant and N is the number o f ionic species in the
electrolyte solution. If we substitute the Boltzmann distribution (Eq. (1.5)) into the given
Poisson equation (Eq. (1.6)), it leads to the well-known Poisson-Boltzmann equation:

( 1-8 )

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation defines the electric potential distribution in the diffuse
ionic layer adjacent to a charged surface subject to appropriate boundary conditions: x=0,
y/ = l//s ar>d *->oo , y / — o , where y/s is the surface potential at x=0, one can derive the
following equation:

vj/=21n

1+ exp(-K'Jt) tanh(i//v/ 4)
1- e x p (- k

x

)

tanh(y/v/ 4)

(1.9)

where K l = /l„=sqrt( £■„£,

) ■The Debye length,

k '\

is a measure o f electric double

layer thickness and is a property o f electrolyte solution. Typically, the Debye length
represents a characteristic distance from the charged surface to a point where the electric
potential decays to approximately 33% o f the surface potential.

Figure 1.5 illustrates the solution o f Eq. (1.9) when surface potential equals '(/ = '|/s.
The potential exponentially decreases and reaches its bulk value in the diffuse layer where
the counter ion and co-ion numbers are equal to each other.

Distance away from the surface, x

Figure 1.5. Potential distribution near a charged flat surface.
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1.4.2

Debye-Hiickel Approximation

Debye-HUckel model is valid when the surface potential is very small, y/s « 2 5 m V ,
and one can approximate the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation for a planar surface as:

«/V

2z 2e2nx ____ 2

dx

ef £QkBT

\j/ = ATV

(1.10)

The solution o f the linearized PB equation for different salt concentrations is illustrated in
Figure 1.6. The figure indicates that the potential decays exponentially as one moves away
from the charged surface. Since the each concentration level has a different Debye length,
k ~ ',

the decay length o f the potential distribution is longer for low salt ionic concentrations.

Solid red squares shows the calculated characteristic length o f *■ 'where it reaches the 33%
percent o f surface potential.

1 mM

*
0

100

10

20

Distance from the surface, x (nm)
Figure 1.6. Normalized potential distribution near a charged flat surface according to the
Debye-Huckel approximation. Curves presents for the three different concentrations. Solid
squares represent the values o f rc~] corresponding to each concentration.
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1.4.3

Gouy-Chapman Approximation

Under the assumption o f a symmetrical electrolyte where the valence o f the co-ion is equal
to the valence o f the counter-ion (|z+| = |z"| = z ) , the Gouy-Chapman equation is obtained
as

tanh

f z F i//(x )'
{

ART )

= tanh

lexp(-K'x)
V ART

( 1.1 1 )

This approximation reduces to

y/{y) - V s e
xpf-K
’.y)

( 1.12)

The Gouy-Chapman potential distribution also exponentially decreases to bulk potential
value within the Debye length ( /c~ ') once the surface potential ( f s ) is known.

1.5

Potential for Curved Electric Double Layer
The equations in spherical coordinate for the diffuse double layers near curved

surfaces are more difficult to solve comparing to the case o f planar diffuse double layers,
as shown in Figure 1.7. The presence o f electric double layer (E D L ) on the nanoparticle
surface, in fact, it can be important to investigate curvature effect for nanoparticles. The
corresponding Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation in spherical coordinates,

_L L
r 2 dr

f

, d u /\ 2ezn„ . . ,zeu/.
' 2- f =
-s in h (-£ )
dr )
s
kbT

has analytical solution for low surface potentials (<25m V) and thin E D L thickness.

,,
(1.13)
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Figure 1.7. Schematic illustration o f diffuse double layer for a nanoparticle with diameter

The results o f analytical solutions are shown in Figure 1.8. The normalized electric
potential variations away from the surface are plotted for different diameter nanoparticles
as a function Kr values. The flat wall normalized electric potential and 100 nm diameter
particle decay to the bulk potential at

Kr

= 4.5. However, as the diameter decreases, the

decaying distance to the bulk potential decreases. For the particle with 2 nm diameter, the
curvature effect is significant, as there is a large departure from the planar surface. This is
attributed to the fact that the surface potential o f the nanoparticle gets higher than the flat
wall surfaces.
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1.00

v/

10 nm
100 nm
Flat Wall

/V s

0.10

0.01
0

2

AT

Figure 1.8. Normalized electric potentials as a function o f

kt

for various diameter

nanoparticles and flat wall surface.

1.6

Fundamental Transport Equations
When a fluid contains an electrolyte, i.e., ionic species, we are interested in the

movement or'mass transfer o f the anions and the cations as well as the bulk fluid. To this
end, mass transfer in an electrolytic solution requires a description o f the movement o f
mobile ionic species, material balances, current flow, electroneutrality, and fluid
mechanics.
Although the majority o f the analyses o f electrokinetic processes are based on the
Boltzmann distribution, the situations where the system is not in equilibrium may not be
satisfied by using Boltzmann distribution. However, the ion distribution near the solidliquid interface w ill not significantly deviate from the Boltzmann distribution unless high
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speed flows are involved (e.g., Re > 10). In the cases o f very low speed flows, the
applicability o f the Boltzmann distribution is still as a good approximation.

1.6.1

Convective-Diffusion-Migration Equation

Consider a differential volume element in a flowing electrolyte solution. A t a steady
state without chemical reaction, the conservation o f ion species requires the divergence of
the mass fluxes to be zero.
(1.14)

Where j; is the flux density of the ith species, which is a vectoral quantity. Using the NemstPlanck equation, we have

Fc(V y/

(1.15)

where z,, C,, and Dt , are the flux density, valence, molar concentration, and diffusivity o f
the iih ionic species, respectively. The right hand side terms are the fluxes due to bulk
convection, the concentration difference and migration in an electric field, respectively. I f
the flow velocity is very low, the first term can be neglected.

vV+v- —
!- V\1/ =0
[ rt

r )

(1.16)

From Eq. (1.16), one can easily derive the Boltzmann distribution using appropriate
boundary conditions. This implies that E D L is independent o f the flow field if there is no
EDL overlap.
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1.6.2

Continuity Equation

When the fluid density is independent o f time and space, steady incompressible flow
the mass conservation equation becomes

V n = 0

(1.17)

which concludes that the divergence o f the velocity field is zero everywhere for an
incompressible fluid.

The fluid flow o f a single-component system under laminar flow conditions with
incompressible homogenous Newtonian fluids is governed by the momentum conservation
equation and is given by the Stokes equation.

-V p + /wV2u - p eV ^ = 0

(1.18)

In the above, p, fJ., u, $ are the hydrodynamic pressure, the fluid viscosity, velocity
and electric potential inside the electrolyte solution, respectively. For micro/nanosystems,
Re « 1

and the fluid flow is said to be Laminar flow. Laminar flow is the fluid flow

following streamlines and is free o f turbulence. The first term o f Eq. (1.18) is pressure
gradient, second is viscosity and third is body force due to the applied electric field.
Reynold’s number (Re) is defined as;

Re = ^ ^
It
where p( , u, L, f l

(1.19)

are the mass density o f the fluid, the velocity o f the fluid, the

characteristic channel size, and the dynamic viscosity o f the fluid, respectively.
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1.7

Electrokinetic Phenomena

/. 7.1

Electroosmosis

When an electric field is applied to a fluid across the micro/nano channel with an ion
distribution described by Eq. (1.6), the counter-ions in the diffuse layer attempt to move in
the flow direction and co-ions move in opposite direction, and in result it develops a flow
called electroosmotic flow, as illustrated in Figure 1.8. As the ions move, they drag the
surrounding molecules inside fluid in the flow direction due to the viscous effects. I f the
channel is uniformly charged and its dimensions are relatively larger than Debye length,
the flow profile is basically uniform and the bulk fluid velocity can be described by
Smoluchowski equation,

( 1-20)

in which £

is the zeta potential on the surface. To satisfy this equation, a non-slip

boundary condition should be applied. In case o f the Debye length is comparable to
nanochannel dimensions, then due to the strong EDL overlapping, the generated fluid
velocity profile cannot be simplified with Eq. (1.8) and the applicability o f Eq. (1.5) is no
longer valid because the bulk potential at the center o f the nanochannel is no longer equal
to zero.
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Figure 1.9. Electroosmotic flow in a nanochannel.

/. 7.2

Streaming Current and Potential

In the absence o f an applied electric field across a charged micro/nano nanochannel, by
applying a pressure gradient, a flow can be generated in the diffuse layer. The counter-ions
are carried toward to the downstream end, and due to migration, an electric current
develops in the pressure-driven flow direction. This phenomenon is called the streaming
current. When the electrolyte concentrations in the two reservoirs are identical, and when
there is no net current flowing through the system, the steady-state electric field develops.
The potential difference between the upstream and downstream o f the channel is called the
streaming potential. This potential creates a force to migrate counter-ions in the opposite
direction o f streaming current; this action creates another current in opposite direction, and
it is called as the conduction current. At a steady-state case, the streaming current will be
equal to the conduction current and hence the total current w ill be zero. This principle is
used to desalinate the sea water.
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1.8

Organization o f this Dissertation
The understanding o f electrokinetic properties o f ions transport and surface properties

is an important feature, not only from fundamental perspectives but also for the
development o f next-generation nanofluidics devices. This dissertation mainly focuses on
a better understanding o f the theory on electrostatics, electrokinetic effects, fluid dynamics,
and electrochemistry in liquid solutions. The main contribution o f this thesis is as follows:

First, we theoretically [17] and analytically [13] investigate the importance o f curvature
effect o f nanoparticles on surface charge properties o f silica nanoparticles immersed in an
aqueous solution in Chapter 2 and 4, respectively. A multi-ion charge-regulation model is
employed for the first time to investigate the surface charge density and surface potential
as a function o f radius, ionic strength and pH level o f aqueous solutions. Later, in Chapter
3 we use the multi-ion charge regulation method to gain further insight into the interactions
between two charged surfaces, nanoparticle and a flat wall. We studied theoretically to
investigate how the electric double layer overlap influence the surface charge distribution
as the separation between the surfaces is decreased.

Second, since nanofluidics channels exhibit unique physical properties, our theoretical
study is to reveal ion distribution inside the nanochannel in extended-nanospaces for the
first time by using multi-ion 3D model in Chapter 5 [12 14]. The spatial distribution o f
proton ions for three different salt concentrations is verified with experimental studies for
a 400 nm fused silica nanochannel. The potential and surface charge density distribution
and enhancement o f proton ion concentration are reported as functions o f salt ionic
concentration, pH level and the height o f the nanochannel.
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Third, we investigated the electroosmotic flow (EOF) velocity distribution in a silica
nanoslit validated with experimental data theoretically and developed an approximation
solution for EOF in nanoslits in Chapter 6. For the first time, we comprehensively studied
the electroosmotic velocity profile inside nanoslit as a function o f aqueous solution
properties and the length o f the nanoslit by showing the ICP effect.

Finally, Chapter 7 offers a conclusion based on the work presented in the preceding
chapters and perspectives for future developments.
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CHAPTER 2
SIZE DEPENDENT SURFACE CHARGE PROPERTIES OF S ILIC A
NANOPARTICLES

2.1

Introduction
Recent advances in micro/nano technology attract significant attention on the use o f

nanoparticles in diverse ranges o f applications, including D N A analysis/sequencing
systems [37, 8 5 ,9 5 ,1 0 1 ,1 0 9 , 128,132, 184], D N A and protein transport [2 9 ,9 8 ,1 2 0 ,1 5 6 ,
163], drug delivery [68, 91, 100, 216], biological/chemical agent detection [104-105] and
micro/nano chip sensors [47, 78-79]. The performance o f these devices relies on precise
control and manipulation o f various-sized nanoparticles in various ionic solutions. For
example, manipulating the cellular uptake o f nanoparticles has promised multiple
biomedical applications, such as designing nanoparticles according to the dimensional
limits for targeting and killing diseased cells [158]. Recent experiments demonstrated that
reduced particle size does not necessarily increase the cellular uptake rate. Interestingly,
certain sized nanoparticles are internalized faster than the smaller ones by several cell types
[40-41, 158, 168, 195], and such unexpected size dependent nanoparticle transport is not
yet well understood.
When a particle is immersed in an aqueous medium, it becomes charged due to
protonation/deprotonation on the particle surface [83]. The resulting surface charge
interacting with dissolved ions forms the electric double layer (E D L ) surrounding the
charged particle [122]. More counter ions are accumulated, while co-ions are depleted
within the EDL. Transport o f nanoparticles highly depends on the particle’s surface charge
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properties. For example, the process o f nanoparticle translocation through a nanopore
depends on the surface charge densities o f the pore and the particle [2, 5, 7]. Due to the
curvature effects, the particle’s surface charge also depends on its size [1, 20, 66, 99, 140,
201]. However, most existing studies assume that the surface charge density o f a particle
is a material property independent o f the particle size [ 102,118,197]. For example, Kreuter
et al. [102] studied nanoparticle-mediated delivery o f drugs to the brain and characterized
the transport o f 2 0 ,4 0 ,6 0 and 80 nm diameter nanoparticles as a sole function o f surfactant
coating by ignoring the nanoparticle size effects. Similarly, nanoparticle-cell interactions
were characterized based on the particle’s surface chemical properties, while the size
effects on 14, 3 0 ,5 0 ,7 4 , 100 nm nanoparticles’ surface charges were not considered [197].
In addition, Lu et al. [118] studied nanoparticles in the range o f 2-100 nm with different
surface modifications and assumed constant particle charge in their characterization o f
particle-water interactions. Many previous studies assumed constant surface charge on
particles, regardless o f the particle size and solution properties (i.e., solution pH and salt
concentration) [5, 7]. For example, electrokinetic transport o f charged molecules in
nanofluidic channels were studied by assuming a constant surface charge density, even
though the background salt concentration and pH levels were varied during the
experiments Similarly, D N A translocation speeds through silica nanopores in different
solution environments were directly related with surface charges; however, it is studied
without considering the background salt concentration effects on charge densities. The
effects o f electroosmotic flow on ionic rectification in asymmetric nanopores were also
explained by varying the background salt concentration and without taking into account
the effect o f solution properties on surface charge [5]. Under certain conditions, such
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assumptions failed to explain the observed experimental results [20, 99, 177]. These
assumptions are inaccurate and unrealistic since the nanoparticle surface charge density
strongly depends on the particle size as well as the pH and the background ionic
concentration.
The present study theoretically investigates the size-dependent surface charge
properties o f silica nanoparticles immersed in an aqueous solution. The reason to choose a
silica nanoparticle as an example is because it has been widely used for ceramics,
chromatography, catalysis, and as a carrier in bio-molecular transport and drug delivery
[22, 185] . In contrast to the previous studies neglecting the surface chemistry, we
considered the effects o f the pH and salt concentration o f the aqueous solution, the site
number density o f the functional groups, and protonation/deprotonation surface reactions
on the nanoparticle surface. A multi-ion charge-regulation model is employed for the first
time to investigate the size dependent surface charges o f silica nanoparticles as functions
o f salt concentrations and pH. The model is first validated by existing experimental data
available from the literature [99],

2.2

Mathematical Model
We considered a spherical nanoparticle o f diameter Dp immersed in an infinite

electrolyte medium, as shown in Figure 2.1. The background electrolyte contains A types
o f ionic species. We assume the electrolyte is made o f KC1 with bulk concentration C kci,
and its pH is adjusted by KO H and HC I solutions. Consequently, there are four ionic
species (i.e., A M ) , H +, OH', K + and Cl' dissolved in the solution. We assume that the silica
nanoparticle’s suface bears silanol functional groups. The particle becomes charged by the
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protonation/deprotonation processes. Figure 2.1 schematically shows a negatively charged
silica nanoparticle, and ionic distributions in its EDL. The simulation electrolyte domain
is discritized using a triangular structured/unstructured mesh, as shown in Figure 2.2, that
is able to solve surface chemistry accurately while keeping computational costs within
practical limits. A mesh sensitivity analysis is conducted to ensure that the electric double
layer and surface charge density near/on the nanoparticle was adequately resolved. Using
the presented mesh structure, we are able to carry an effectively mesh-independent results
using 85k computational cells, as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration o f the surface charge groups on a silica nanoparticle (a)
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Figure 2.2. (a) The free triangular mesh used in simulation domain is illustrated, (b) A very
fine mesh is used on the surface o f nanoparticle and also within the EDL.

The ionic mass transport within the electrolyte is governed by the Poisson-NemstPlanck (PNP) equation,

“V / V V ^ I V i .
/-!
c
V » N = V<

D.
~ D y C, - z, — r F c ,V [f/ = 0 , (i= l,...,4 )

V

(2-1)

(2.2)

K*

where <t>is the electric potential within the fluid; F is the Faraday constant; c,, z, and D, are
the molar concentration, valence, and diffusion coefficient o f the /th ionic species (i= l for
H+; i=2 for K +; i=3 for Cl"; and i=4 for OFI") respectively; R is the universal gas constant;
T is the fluid temperature; £0 is the permittivity o f vacuum; and £/ is the relative
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permittivity o f the electrolyte solution. Lagrange quadratic elements are used for governing
equations. The relative tolerance is set as le-6 in all the cases o f this chapter.
The set o f equations (2.1) and (2.2) are numerically solved with the following boundary
conditions. Far away from the particle surface (i.e., r-»oo), electroneutrality holds and the
concentration o f each species reach its bulk concentration, C (X :

C10 = 10-pW+3 and C40 = l ( r (,4-pH)+3,

Qo - CKa and p H < 7 C30 — CKCI

+ C10 —C40 when

(2.3)

pH

< 7,

(2.4)

and

Qo ~ ^

ko

+ C io- Qo ar,d Qo = ^ kci when

(2.5)

Electric potential y / = 0, when r->oo. On the rigid nanoparticle surface, n • N, = 0 (i= 1,... ,4)
and a surface charge density boundary condition, - e 0£ f n • V y / = a , is imposed.
Due to the protonation/deprotonation reactions o f the dissociable functional groups at
the solid/liquid interface, the nanoparticle surface reveals a charge-regulated nature. The
surface charge density o f the nanoparticle is modeled by thefull multi-ion
regulation model. To account for the charge regulation, we

charge

assume thefollowing two

protonation reactions o f singly Si-coordinated sites with equilibrium constants K a and K b

SiOH <->SiO +H ,

(2.6)

SiOH+H+ o SiOHj.

(2.7)

and

The equilibrium constants are calculated as

where N Si0H, N SjQ_ , and N SiOH. are the surface site densities o f SiOH, SiO', and S iO H 2

.respectively. [H +]s is the concentration o f H+ ions at the solid/liquid interface. The total
number site density o f silanol functional groups on the solid/liquid interface is
^t a i ai s oH + N Si0- + N Sj0H>•

(2.9)

Based on equations (2.8) and (2.9), the surface charge density o f the nanoparticle can be
expressed as:
K A- K B[ H +v
* *
„ * ; i ' ,ulal K A + [ H +1 + K B[ H +,I / '

(2. 10)

The governing equations are normalized with corresponding scale values; the ionic
concentration is the bulk ionic concentration (C K a), the electric potential scale is r t / F ,

the length scale is particle radius ( Rp), the diffusivity scale is £f £0R 2F 2f(^ iF ) , the surface

charge density scale is £f £0R T /(F R p) where R is the universal gas constant, T is the
absolute temperature, F is the Faraday constant, fJ.

is the dynamic viscosity. The

dimensionless form of the governing equations are

*

-V‘V*=i(/rR/,)2(z1
ci+z2c‘+z3c’+z4c’),

(2 .11)

v•n;=v•(U
*c‘-d;v*c;-z,d;c;v*v*)=o
,0=1,...,4 )

(2
.1d

rf

where ci , Z{ and iz

are the dimensionless concentration, valence electron number, and

diffusivity o f the ith ionic species, respectively.
The dimensionless surface charge density expression is
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(2.13)

where

N Tolai

and

[H +]sare the dimensionless scale o f

N Total

which equals to

ef e0R T j (F 2 R^) and the dimensionless proton concentration on the nanoparticle surface.

3. Numerical Implementation and Code Validation
The ID model in a spherical coordinate system is numerically solved using a
commercial finite-element package, CO M SO L

Multiphysics,

installed in a high-

performance cluster. Since the field variables exponentially decay within the EDL of
thickness,

(2.14)

all simulations used d=Dp+60X.D as the far field boundary. Non-uniform mesh with finer
mesh within the EDL was adopted.
Physical parameters used in the simulations are £0£y = 7 .0 8 x 1 0~'° F /m , R = 8.31
J/(mol K), F =96490 C/mol,

r = 300K, N totai=8xl0'6sites/m2 [10],

pKA = -lo g K A=7.6,

and pKb = -logKB=1.9. The diffusivities o f H +, K+, CL, and OH' ions are, respectively,
9.31 x 10"9 m2/s ,, 1.96x1 O'9 m2/s, 2.03x1 O'9 m2/s, and 5.30x1 O'9 m2/s [10].
To validate our numerical procedure, we first modeled a fiat silica surface in contact
with a semi-infinite electrolyte solution. Analytical solution for the surface charge density
o f a planar surface has been recently derived by Yeh et al. [209]. Figure 2.3 depicts the
surface charge density o f a planar surface as a function o f pH for bulk C kci= 100 m M . Our
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numerical results (red squares) are in good agreement with the theoretical results (solid
line). Clearly, the surface charge density increases with an increase in pH o f the solution.
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Figure 2.3. Surface charge densities o f a planar silica surface (a) and 80 nm silica
nanoparticle (b) as a function o f pH. Theoretical result in figure (a) is from [48], while
experimental data in figure b is from [34],

To further ensure that the model captures the underlying physics o f the origin of
interfacial charge, we also compare the model’s prediction with the experimental data
obtained from the literature [99]. Figure 2.3b depicts the surface charge density o f a silica
nanoparticle o f 80 nm in diameter as a function o f pH immersed in 100 m M KC1 solution.
The model’ s prediction (solid line) agrees well with the experimental data (red circles),
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confirming that the present model successfully captures the essential physics o f the origin
o f the charge o f silica nanoparticles. In the following we use the verified model to
investigate the side dependent surface charge o f silica nanoparticles as functions o f pH and
background salt concentration, C kci.

2.3

Results and Discussion

2.3.1

Size Dependent Surface Charge Properties: p H E ffe c t

Figure 2.4 depicts the surface charge densities o f silica nanoparticles of different sizes
as a function o f pH for C kci= Im M (Figure 2.4a) and 100 m M (Figure 2.4b). For
comparison, the surface charge density for a flat silica surface is also plotted. Under the
same conditions, the surface charge density magnitude increases as pH increases. This
behavior quantitatively agrees with the experimental observations, as shown in Figure 2.3b,
and also it qualitatively agrees with the results from Abbas et al. [1], Behrens et al. [20],
Kobayashi et al. [99] and Sonnefeld et al. [177]. Variation o f the surface charge with pH is
expected. As the concentration o f H + ions decreases with increased pH, more negatively
charged SiCTare dissociated from the functional groups SiOH, resulting in higher
negative surface charge density. Overall, Figure 2.4 clearly indicates that the surface charge
o f silica nanoparticles also depends on their sizes. Under a fixed background salt
concentration, the magnitude o f the surface charge increases with decreased particle size,
which is in qualitative agreement with the previous studies such as Abbas et al. [ 1], Behrens
et al. [20], and Gunnarsson et al. [66].

However, the surface charge density becomes

independent o f the particle size after a critical diameter. This critical value also depends on
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the pH and salt concentration o f the solution. For example, the critical particle diameter at
pH=6 is about 100 nm for C kci= 1 m M , while it is about 10 nm for C kci= 100 mM,
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Figure 2.4. Surface charge density o f silica nanoparticles o f different sizes as a function of
pH in 1 m M (a) and lOOmM (b) KC1 solutions.

To clearly show the behavior o f the surface charge density, the particle’s surface charge
density is normalized with that o f a flat surface at a given pH value. Figure 2.5a and b
depict the normalized surface charge density as a function o f pH for C kci= 1 m M and 100
m M , respectively. The normalized surface charge o f particles larger than 100 nm is close
to 1, suggesting that the particle size effects on the surface charge becomes insignificant
when the particle size is larger than 100 nm under the considered conditions. For particles
less than 100 nm, the normalized surface charge first increases with pH, attains a peak
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value at a critical pH value, and then decreases with further increases in the pH. The critical
pH value also depends on the particle’s size. The critical pH value increases with decreased
particle size. For example in 1 m M KC1 solution, the critical pH for 2 nm particles is 6.5,
while this is pH=5.5 for 10 nm particles. In addition, the normalized surface charge density
increases significantly with reduced particle size, implying that the surface charge density
o f the nano particles is significantly higher than that o f a flat surface made o f the same
material.
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Figure 2.5. Normalized surface charge density as a function o f pH in Im M (a) and lOOmM
(b) KC1 solutions.

The variation o f the normalized surface charge density with pH can be explained by
the concentration o f H + ions on the particle surface. As pH level increases, the bulk
concentration o f H + ions decreases, resulting in lower concentration o f H + ions and
accordingly, higher surface charge on the particle surface. Figure 2.6 depicts the surface
concentration o f H + ions on the particle surface normalized by that on a flat surface at a
given pH. The normalized surface concentration o f H+ ions is less than 1, implying that the
concentration o f H+ ions on small particle’s surface is lower than that on a flat surface. At
the same pH level and background salt concentration, the surface concentration of H + ions
decreases as the particle size decreases, leading to more negatively charged SiO"
dissociated from the functional groups SiOHand, therefore, higher negative surface charge
density, as shown in Figure 2.4. For relatively small particles, the normalized surface
concentration o f H+ ions decreases with increased pH, and obtains a minimum at a certain
pH value, above which it increases as the pH is further increased. Since the surface charge
o f the particle is inversely proportional to the surface concentration o f [H +] ions, the
normalized surface charge density increases with pH, attains a maximum, and then
declines, as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.6. Normalized surface concentration of [H +] ions as a function o f pH at C kci=1
m M. Normalization is done using the surface concentration o f [H +] ions o f a flat surface at
a given pH.

2.3.2

Size Dependent Surface Charge Properties: Background Salt Concentration
E ffe c t

Under the same pH and particle size, we found that the particle’s surface charge density
increases with an increase in the background salt concentration, which is in agreement with
the experimental observations [20, 56,99] and theoretical predictions [1]. Figures 2.7a and
b depict, respectively, the surface concentrations o f H + and K + ions as a function o f the
background salt concentration for different particle sizes at pH=6.5. Overall, an increase in
salt concentration results in an increase in the concentration o f K + ions and a decrease in
the concentration o f H + ions. For a fixed particle size, more K + ions are attracted to the
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negatively charged particle surface with increased background salt concentration. The
increased number o f K + ions exclude H + ions, resulting in lower concentrations of H + ions
on the particle surface, and accordingly higher surface charge density. At a fixed salt
concentration, the surface concentration o f H + ions increases with the particle size and
asymptotically reaches the value o f the flat plate around a particle diameter o f 500 nm. At
relatively low background salt concentrations, the surface concentration o f H + ions
significantly depends on the particle size.
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Figure 2.7. Surface concentrations o f H + ions (a) and K+ ions (b) as a function o f C kci for
different particle sizes at a pH=6.5.

To characterize the background salt concentration effects on the size-dependent surface
charge properties, Figure 2.8 depicts the normalized surface concentration o f H + ions as a
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function o f the particle diameter for C k c f I , 10, and 100 m M at pH= 6.5. The normalization
was done using the surface concentration o f H + ions on a flat plate. For Dp>100 nm, the
normalized surface concentrations o f H + ions are close to 1 for all salt concentrations. For
particles smaller than 100 nm, the concentration o f H + ions on smaller particles is lower,
yielding a higher negative surface charge. Such size dependence is more significant at
lower salt concentrations.
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Figure 2.8. Normalized surface concentration o f H + ions as a function o f particle diameter
for various background salt concentrations at pH=6.5.

Figure 2.9 shows the particle’s surface charge density normalized by that o f a flat
surface as a function o f the particle size. Data is presented for pH=6.5. For all background
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salt concentrations, the normalized particle surface charge density decreases as the particle
size increases. As explained before, this is attributed to the increase in the normalized
surface concentration o f the H + ions, as shown in Figure 2.8. For relatively small particles,
the normalized surface charge density decreases with an increase in C kci. This is attributed
to the increase in the surface concentration o f H + ions with an increase in C kci, as shown
in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.9. Normalized surface charge density as a function o f particle diameter for various
background salt concentrations at pH=6.5.

Since both pH and salt concentration affect the bulk concentration o f each ionic species,
and accordingly the EDL thickness, the combined effects o f pH and salt concentration on
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the size-dependent surface charge density can be described by the ratio o f EDL thickness
(Eq. 2.14) to the particle diameter, ta>/Dp. Figure 2.10 shows normalized surface charge
density as a function o f W D P. The normalized surface charge density is close to 1 when
X,d/D p<0.2, and increases with increased W D P. Therefore, regardless o f the salt
concentration and pH, the surface charge density is independent o f the particle size when
W D P<0.2. In the range o f W D P>0.2, the surface charge density o f the nanoparticle
becomes size dependent, and is higher than that o f the flat surface made o f the same
material.
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2.4

Conclusions
Surface charge densities o f spherical silica nanoparticles o f different sizes are

theoretically investigated as functions o f pH and salt concentration. In contrast to most
studies in the literature that assume constant surface charge density, the present model takes
into account the charge regulation as functions o f the solution properties. The results
demonstrate increased surface charge density for all particle sizes with an increase o f pH
and salt concentration [1, 20]. Surface charge density decreases with increased particle
size, and asymptotically reaches that o f a flat plate. This behavior depends on both pH and
salt concentration. Variation o f the surface charge with the particle size is attributed to the
change in the surface concentration o f H + ions. Particle diameter normalized with the EDL
thickness is used to combine the effects o f pH and salt concentration. In the range o f
X.d/ D p< 0 .2 , one can neglect the effect o f the particle size on its surface charge density,

regardless o f the pH and salt concentration. However, the surface charge density o f silica
nanoparticles becomes size dependent when A.d/ D p> 0 .2 , and typically the magnitude of
surface charge density increases with decreased particle size. These results can be used to
explain why certain sized nanoparticles are transported in nanopores faster than the smaller
ones made out o f the same material [40-41, 158, 168, 195].
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CHAPTER 3
A N A L Y T IC A L M O D E L FOR CHARGE PROPERTIES OF SILIC A
PARTICLES

3.1

Introduction
Silica particles have been widely used in biomedical and biochemical sciences as well

as material engineering due to their good biocompatibility and wide variety o f chemical
modification on their surfaces [170-171]. These properties facilitate silica particles with
applications for transportation [138], imaging [59,90], sol-gel science [176], painting [45],
coating [123, 166], etc. Its performance in these applications depends on its surface charge
properties such as surface charge density and zeta potential [59,90, 123,138,166]. Surface
charge properties of silica particles, originating from the protonation/deprotonation of
silanol functional groups, depend on the local solution pH, ionic strength [18, 25, 103,
177], and particle size [1]. However, many studies used constant charge properties for silica
particles regardless o f the particle size and the local solution properties, including pH and
salt concentration [62, 143, 189].

In this study, we develop an analytical model for the surface charge density and zeta
potential o f silica particles with the consideration o f multiple ionic species and the
protonation/deprotonation surface chemistry. The model is validated by the experimental
data available from the literature. The developed analytical model can be used to predict
both the surface charge density and the zeta potential of silica particles as functions of pH,

background salt concentration, and particle size under the condition o f kRp > 0 .5 , where

k-1
3.2

is the Debye length and Rp is the particle radius.

Mathematical Model
A spherical silica particle with radius Rp immersed in an infinite electrolyte medium

is considered in this analysis. To simulate experimental conditions, we assume that the
background salt in the aqueous electrolyte solution is NaCl, and the pH o f the solution is
adjusted by NaCl and NaOH. Therefore, four major ionic species (i.e. N = 4 ), including
Na+, C l “ , H* and O H ” , are considered.

Silanol functional groups experience protonation/deprotonation reactions at the
solid/liquid interface. Based on the full multi-ion charge-regulation model, the surface
charge density o f the particle, <7, can be expressed as

2
k a- k b

10‘ pH exp f
I

R T )_
■2

K a + 10”pH exp f

F y /A + K H

v RT)

where F , R , and T

lCTpHexp

f v

.)

RT)

are the Faraday constant, universal gas constant, and absolute

temperature, respectively; N lolal = N SiOH + iVsjo_ + /V siOH . is the total site density o f silanol

functional groups on the particle surface; N s m , N SiQ. and

surface site densities o f SiOH, SiCT and

equilibrium

constants

for

SiOH + H+ <-»SiOH2+; and

the

SiOH2; K A

surface

are, respectively,

and K B are, respectively, the

reactions,

SiOH <-»SiO~+H+

and

V, is the potential on the particle surface. The Stem layer
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effect is neglected in the current study; therefore, the surface potential is the same as the
zeta potential o f the particle.

The electric potential in the liquid, if/ , is described by the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)
equation in the spherical coordinate system,

_ RTk2
dr

+ r dr ~ ----“ f ^ FZ,C‘° CXPI
e0£

where k ' x = Au = ^ e 0e f RT / 2z 2F 2C Q ,

RT )

Cq -

zF

sinh

( zF ¥ \
I RT

- Ccr + CQH.,

J

(3.2)

and

z= l

for

monovalent ionic species.

The dimensionless form for Eq. (3.2) is

d 2Y
dr

where Y = y/.

2dY
+ ± — = K2 sinh(F),
r dr

(3.3)

' RT
zF

Replacing 2/ r by its upper limit occurring at ^ — RPand evaluating d Y / d r with that for a
planar surface, the second term in left-hand-side (LH S) o f Eq. (3.3) becomes

2 dY
r dr

«

4k . J Y '
sinh
R„

(3.4)

Substituting Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (3.3), one obtains

d2y
•
4 sinh
• u f—
^
—1 —
- = sinh(r
) + -----k 2 dr2
v } R ,,k
\2 j

(3.5)
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First multiplying dY/dr on both sides o f Eq. (3.5) followed by integrating the resulting
equation with respect to r, one can obtain

f— I . 2 ^

8

+ Constant

cosh ( Y) h-------- cosh

(3.6)

R pk

v. dr

Using the boundary conditions,

v
Y

(3.7)

d Y
=—
= n0 rfor r —» oo,
dr

and the fact that Y and dY/dr have opposite signs, one can obtain

c o s h (F )-l +

cosh
Rpk

k

(3.8)
( v\
= - 2k"sinh

1+
Rfk cosh2 (Y / 4)

In the above, sign(F)=l for F>=0 and -1 for F<0.

By expanding the last term in the right-hand-side (RHS) o f Eq. (3.8) with respect
to 1fop* and retaining up to its first order, Eq. (3.8) becomes

1+
/?f Arcosh2(K /4 )

dr

(3.9)

Replacing d Y / d r in Eq. (3.3) with Eq. (3.9), and 2/ r with 2 // ^ , Eq. (3.3) becomes

d 2Y
2 . , /V v 4k . J Y '
— - = k s in h (/) + — sinh

d r2

V '

R„

1+
Rpk cosh2 (Y /4 )

(3.10)
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After multiplying dY/dr on both sides o f Eq. (3.10), integration o f the resulting equation
gives,

—— 1

= 2k 2

d r)

64 ,
cosh ( y ) + — /r cosh ( Y ] + — r In cosh f Y ^ + C,
, 2 , Rp
,4 J
RP

(3.11)

Eq. (3.11) subject to the boundary condition Eq. (3.7) can be changed as

dY

J^6

dr

R„

= -sign(Y)^4ic2 sinh2 [ ^

= - 2/csinh

/ 'Y
v\

1+-

v2,

Substituting y
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\
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2J

fr l + —64- ,In

>

32 k .
+ ------sinh
) Rp

cosh

f
fr)
K cosh —

,4 ,

+

Rfx

Rp2

64
+ — rln cosh
RP2

1

cosh ( Y
s.4 ,

.
r In cosh

16
(« r*)

fO
J,
(3.12)

“

“-2
sinh

J ;

J ,

and eq. (3.12) into surface charge density formula, one gets the
RT

approximate solution for the surface charge density o f the particle [142] with the relative
error less than 1% for

k R,,

>0.5:

dy/
~

£ o£ /

dr

r=R „

1+
=

2ene f KRT

sinh

f
2 RT

-

Rpk
16

(3.13)

cosh
v 4RT j
In cosh

sinh

I 2R T J

For given conditions, one can easily use M A T L A B function fsolve to determine both <7
and

by simultaneously solving Eqs. (3.1) and (3.14). Note that this analytical model

(Eqs. (3.1) and (3.14)) can be used to predict the surface charge properties, including both
surface charge density and zeta potential o f silica particles as functions o f the solution
properties (i.e., pH and background salt concentration) and the particle’s size (i.e., /?p).

3.3

Results and Discussion
The model is first validated by comparing its predictions with experimental data

available from the literature. Figure 3.1 depicts surface charge density o f a silica
nanoparticle o f Rp=58 nm immersed in 1, 10 and 100 mM NaCl solutions as a function of
pH. Symbols represent the experimental data obtained by Sonnefeld et al.[ 177], and lines
are predictions from our model using the same parameters N totai=1.2sites/nm2, pK.A=6.38,
and

p K b=1.87

[177], The predictions are in good agreement with the experimental data.

Thus the developed model successfully captures the underlying physics. Figure 3.1 also
clearly shows that the surface charge density o f the silica particle depends on both pH and
background salt concentration, and is not a material property.
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Figure 3.1. Surface charge density o f silica particle with radius Rp=58 nm as a function of
pH in 1, 10, and 100 m M NaCl solutions. Lines presents the approximation solution results
using Ntotai= 2 x 10"6 mol/m2, p K a = 6 .3 8 , and p K b ^ I ^ , and filled symbols are the
experimental results [1 7 7 ], and empty ones presents the numerical result where spheres,
triangles and squares present 1 ,1 0 and 100 m M , respectively.

Using the validated model with the parameters N totai=1.2 sites/nm2, pK.A=6.38, and
pK.B=1.87, one can easily predict the surface charge properties o f silica particles as

functions o f pH, salt concentration and particle size in the range o f

k Rp

> 0.5 . Figure 3.2

depicts the surface charge density o f a silica nanoparticle with Rp=20 nm as functions o f
pH and background salt concentration CNaci. Under the considered conditions, the particle
is negatively charged. For a fixed CNaci, the magnitude o f the surface charge density
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increases as pH increases for moderate pH. As pH increases, the concentration o f H + ions
decreases, leading to more SiO~ groups dissociated from the SiOH groups and accordingly
higher negative surface charges. The increase in the surface charge density with an increase
in pH is also supported by the experimental results shown in Figure 3.1. However, pH
effect on surface charge density becomes insignificant when pH significantly deviates from
7, and this is due to the increase in the ionic concentration, Co, by the contribution o f H +
and O H' ions. As ionic concentration increases, electrical double layer (E D L ) thickness
decreases, resulting in a decrease in the surface charge density. Figure 3.2 also shows that
the effect o f CNaci on the surface charge density is not as remarkable as that o f pH.

Figure 3.2 Surface charge density o f a silica nanoparticle with Rp=20 nm as functions o f
pH and salt concentration, CNaci.
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Since a specific adsorption o f charge occurs at the silica surface, counter-ion adsorption
usually predominates over co-ion adsorption and this phenomenon creates a potential
difference related to the bulk potential, and it is called zeta potential, as shown in Figure
3.3. Under the same condition o f Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3 depicts the zeta potential as
functions o f CNaci and pH. At relatively low salt concentrations, as pH level increases, zeta
potential first increases, attains a maximum at a critical pH, and then decreases as pH
further increases. A t relatively high salt concentrations, the pH effect on zeta potential is
insignificant when pH is relatively low or high, and zeta potential increases as pH increases
for a moderate pH. A t a fixed pH, the effect o f CNaci on zeta potential is similar to its effect
on surface charge density. Typically the magnitudes o f zeta potential and surface charge
density decrease as the salt concentration increases, which is due to the decrease in the
EDL thickness.

9

pH

6

Figure 3.3. Zeta potential o f a silica nanoparticle with Rp=20 nm as functions o f pH and
salt concentration, C nbci.

The surface charge density o f nanoparticles is not only a function o f the aqueous
solution property but also particle size. In order to clearly show the behavior o f surface
charge density as a function o f particle size and pH, the surface charge density is
normalized with a flat wall surface charge density. Figure 3.4 demonstrates that the
normalized surface charge density larger than 60 nm is close to 1. This result suggests that
the simplified PB model can be describe the surface charge density and the radius effect is
not significant. However, for particles less than 60 nm, the normalized surface charge
increases with increasing pH and reaches a peak value at a critical pH value, which is 5.5,
then decreases with increasing o f pH. This result can be attributed to the surface charge
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density o f nanoparticles increasing with a decreasing o f particle radius, and the magnitude
o f surface charge density for a nanoparticle with a 10 nm radius is 1.6 times bigger than a
flat wall when pH=5.5.

Figure 3.4. Normalized surface charge density o f a silica nanoparticle for various radius
size and pH levels when CNaci =1 mM.

Figure 3.5 depicts that the normalized surface charge density as a function o f salt ionic
concentration and nanoparticle radius. Again, nanoparticles bigger than 60 nm radius are
independent o f the radius effect, and their surface charge density is almost equal to the
corresponding flat wall charge density. For nanoparticles smaller than 60 nm, the surface
charge density is nearly 16 times greater when the salt concentration is 0.001 mM. The
normalized surface charge density becomes independent o f the radius effect for 10 nm
radius particles when the salt concentration is higher than 1 mM.

Figure 3.5. Normalized surface charge density o f a silica nanoparticle for various radius
size and salt concentration CNaci at pH=5.5.
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3.4

Conclusions
An analytical model for the surface charge density and zeta potential o f silica particles

with the consideration o f multiple ionic species and surface chemistry is derived and
validated. The model’s predictions on the surface charge density agree with the
experimental data available from the literature. At relatively low salt concentrations, zeta
potential first increases with an increase in pH, attains a maximum at a critical pH, and
then decreases as pH further increases. The surface charge density o f nanoparticles greater
than 60 nm becomes independent o f the radius effect and behaves as flat wall surface. The
magnitude o f the surface charge density increases with decreases in nanoparticle radius,
and when salt concentration is higher than 1 m M , the surface charge density o f nanoparticle
is independent o f particle size. The developed model can be used to predict the surface
charge density and zeta potential o f silica particles as functions o f pH, salt concentration,
as well as particle size when

k R p>0.5.
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CHAPTER 4
SURFACE CHARGE OF A NA NO PARTICLE IN T E R A C TIN G W IT H
A FLA T SUBSTRATE

4.1

Introduction
The Surface charge property o f an object in contact with an aqueous solution plays a

very important role in the applications o f surface science, colloidal science, and
electrokinetic transport. For example, electrokinetic transport o f ions, fluid, and particles
within nanofluidic devices highly depend on the surface charge densities o f the channel
wall and the nanoparticles [38, 147, 169]. Many (bio)particles such as D N A [19, 33, 86,
153, 188], proteins [36, 55, 133], biological molecules [111, 117], and synthetic particles
are separated based on their charge differences. Dispersion stability o f colloids depends on
the charge properties o f the colloids, and typically highly charged colloids are more stable.
Cellular uptake o f nanoparticles is also affected by the nanoparticle’s size and charge.
Electrostatic interactions between two objects immersed in an aqueous solution also highly
depend on their charge properties.
Surface

charge

forms

as a

result

o f dissociation

of

ionizable

groups

or

adsorption/reaction o f ions at the interface, when an object is in contact with an electrolyte
solution

[83].

Since

the

surface

reactions,

including

adsorption

of

ions

and

protonation/deprotonation, depends on the local ionic environment (e.g., local pH and salt
concentrations) at the interface, typically the surface charge o f an object is not a material
property and depends on the local solution properties such as pH, ionic species and their
local concentrations [15, 18, 152], When two charged objects are close to each other, the
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electrical double layers (EDLs) o f the two interacting objects w ill overlap. Therefore, the
local solution properties such as ionic concentrations in the gap between the two interacting
objects are different from those when the two objects are sufficiently away from each other.
For example, when two negatively charged objects are very close, their EDLs with
dominant cations overlap, resulting in enriched cations, such as H + ions in the interaction
region between them. This generates a spatially non-uniform ionic concentration o f cations
around the interacting objects, yielding non-uniform surface charge properties o f the two
interacting objects. However, many existing studies assumed that the surface charge
properties o f two interacting objects remain at their bulk values. For example, the surface
charge properties o f two interacting objects are assumed to be constants in the well-known
Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (D L V O ) theory [48, 84, 141, 198-199], which has
been widely used to fit the measured interaction forces versus separation distances and
estimate the charge properties o f two interacting objects [23-24, 26-28, 35, 46, 50, 52, 58,
82, 106, 112, 131, 134, 139, 146, 151, 164, 196, 200, 204, 222-223], Nanoparticles
translocating through charged nanopores are commonly observed in nanopore biosensing
applications. Most such investigations assume constant surface charges on the nanoparticle
and the nanopore [4, 219], Since the EDLs are significantly overlapped in the nanopore,
local ionic concentration around the bioparticle and the nanopore can be dramatically
different than the conditions when the bioparticle is absent.
The objective o f this study is to investigate the variation o f the surface charge properties
o f two interacting silica objects as a function o f their normalized separation distance ( k H )
under various pH and salt concentrations. Since the silica nanoparticles have been widely
used in colloidal science, bio molecular transport and drug delivery [28,53-54, 75, 82,113,
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127,165,186,202,221 ], and many nanofluidic devices (e.g., nanopores and nanochannels)
are made o f silica [51] , we investigate the charge properties o f a silica nanoparticle
interacting with a silica flat surface. In contrast to most previous studies which neglected
the surface chemistry, we analyze the effects o f local pH and salt concentrations on the
surface charge using a multi-ion charge regulation model.

4.2

Mathematical Model
We consider a spherical silica nanoparticle o f radius Rp located above a flat silica

surface which are immersed inside an electrolyte solution containing N type o f ionic
species, as shown in Figure 4.1. The separation distance between the bottom pole o f the
particle and the flat surface is h. We assume that the electrolyte solution includes
background salt K C I with a bulk concentration o f

C k c i,

and its acidic and basic solution

properties are adjusted by HC1 and K.OH solutions. Therefore, there are four ionic species,
K+, H+, Cl', and OH', in the solution.
Due to the axial symmetry, a symmetric cylindrical coordinate system, (r,z), with the
origin fixed at the center o f the flat wall surface, is adopted in this study. The electrostatics
and ionic mass transport are governed by the Poisson-Nemst-PIanck (PNP) equations:
4

(4.1)

and

(4.2)
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In the above, (ft is the electric potential inside the electrolyte solution; C/ ,z, and D, are,
respectively, the molar concentration, valence, and diffusion coefficient o f the /th ionic
species ( / - l for H +; /=2 for K +; i~ 3 for Cl'; and i=4 for OH ); F is the Faraday constant; R
is the universal gas constant; T is the fluid temperature; £0 >s the permittivity o f the vacuum;

Sj- is the relative permittivity o f the electrolyte solution; and pe represents the space surface
charge density inside the electrolyte solution. In contrast to previous studies which used
only the Boltzmann equation to evaluate for each ion concentrations on particle and flat
wall surface, we directly used PNP equations. Considering only the Boltzmann equation is
not right when the electric double layer overlapped. The relaxation times o f electrostatic
interaction between ions inside the aqueous solution is in the range o f 10"13 to 10'14 seconds
[183] so that we neglected the effect o f dielectric changes o f the material due to the
protonation/deportation process [154, 159]. Our all simulation results reached a steadystate equilibrium so that the dynamics o f aqueous solutions for different concentrations or
temperatures are neglected.
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A x ia l s y m m e tric D o m a in

OH* <V

Figure 4.1. Schematics o f a spherical silica nanoparticle interacting with a flat silica plate
immersed in an electrolyte solution containing K +, H +, Cl' and O H' ionic species.

Figure 4.2. Free quadratic triangular-type mesh with finer on the charge regulated surfaces
is used on axial-symmetric simulation domain.
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In order to solve the coupled Eqs. (1) and (2), appropriate boundary conditions are
required. Along the axis (i.e., r=0), axial symmetry boundary conditions for electric
potential and for each ionic concentration are applied. Far away from the charged
nanoparticle andplate (e.g., dashed line AB in Figure 4.1), we assume

that the ionic

concentration o f each species maintains its bulk concentration, a = Cio, for / - I ,.. .,4.Based
on the electroneutrality condition, the bulk concentration for each species is
Cifl = l ( r w+3 and Cm = 10-(l4- pH,+3,

(4.3)

Qo = Qc/ ar*d Cjo = CKa + C 10 ~ C m when p H < 7 ,

(4.4)

Qo = ^ k c i

(4.5)

and
Cio—Qo ar,d Qo = ^ k c i when pH > 7

On the rigid surfaces o f the nanoparticle and plate, normal ionic flux for each species is
zero, n *N ( = 0 (/= 1 ,...,4). For the electrical potential, \j/ — 0 is imposed far away from
the charged surfaces. On the charged surfaces o f the nanoparticle and plate, a surface
charge density boundary condition, - f 0£ y . n « = o ,tv is imposed. In contrast to the
existing studies

that use a constant surface charge density regardless o f the separation

distance between the particle and the plate, in the present work the surface charge densities
o f the silica nanoparticle and plate are determined from the protonation/deprotonation
surface reactions o f silanol functional groups. We assume that the following two
protonation reactions o f singly Si-coordinated sites with equilibrium constants Ka and Kb
occur,

S iO H <-» S iC T + H + ,

(4.6)
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and
S iO H +H+ <-» S iO H j.

(4 .7)

The equilibrium constants are calculated as

K

and K BN soh

— .

(4.8)

N SiOH[ W l

In the above, N Sj0H, N Sj0_, and N SiOH. are the surface site densities o f SiOH, SiO', and

S iO H j, respectively. [H +]s is the concentration o f H + ions at the solid/liquid interface. The
effects o f the Stem layer on determination o f surface charge properties are neglected in the
current work. The total number site density o f silanol functional groups on the solid/liquid
interface is

^ M a l = N S,OH + N SiO- +

N S.OH! '

Based on equations (4.8) and (4.9), the surface charge density on the nanoparticle and
the plate can be expressed as
k a - k b[H')?
K , + [ H * i + K B[ H +i 2

Note that [H +]s in Eq. (4.10) is the proton concentration on the surface o f the particle
and plate. Although both are made o f the same material with the same Nioiai, Ka, and Kb,
their surface charge densities might be different if their local proton concentrations are
different. Eq. (4.10) also clearly shows that the surface charge density is not a material
property due to its dependence on the local proton concentration. The governing equations
are normalized with corresponding scale values; the ionic concentration is the bulk ionic
concentration ( C Ka), the electric potential scale is

R T / F ’ , the length scale is particle
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radius

(R p

), the diffusivity scale is

e re 0R T / ( F R p)

where

R

ef £ 0R 2F 2j { f i F )

, the surface charge density scale is

is the universal gas constant,

T

is the absolute temperature,

F

is

the Faraday constant, and fX is the dynamic viscosity. The dimensionless forms o f the
governing equations are:

_ V *2F* = i ( / c R /, ) 2(z tc; + Z2c‘2+ z 3c; + z 4c*),

v « n : = v * ( u * c ; - d ; v * c ; - z 1.d * c ; v * v * ) = o ,

ci

4)

( 4 . 12)

V* * iT = 0

(4.13)

- V * p * + V *2u* - i ( / t - / ? /,) 2(z 1c[ + z 2c* + z.|c‘ + z 4c * ) V V * = 0

(4.14)

*

where

0= 1,...,

(4.11)

_. *

, Z(. and

L),

are the dimensionless concentration, valence electron number, and

diffusivity o f the ith ionic species, respectively.
The dimensionless surface charge density expression is

K A~ K B[ W j 2
r u + 1 '2

— — aL
aU w = - N‘ ' To' ta l -----~
, r i l + i ‘ 2 , IS

/ f , + [ H +];2+ / f B[H +];2

where

N Tota!

£ j £ qR T f ( F 2

4.3

and

[H +]t are the dimensionless scale o f

(4 15)

N Tolal, which equals to

R ) and the dimensionless proton concentration on the nanoparticle surface.

Numerical Implementation and Code Validation
The PNP equations are numerically solved using a commercial finite-element package,

C O M SO L Multiphysics (www.comsol.com). operating in a high-performance cluster.

Finer mesh is used around the surfaces o f a charged nanoparticle and plate and in the gap
between the particle and the plate. Relatively coarse mesh is used in regions far away from
the charged surfaces. In the simulations, the far field boundary (e.g., the dashed line AB in
Figure 4.1) is set as Rd=50Rp, which is sufficiently large and the results do not change as
Rd further increases. Through systematic studies o f mesh refinements, mesh independent
results are established using about 300k elements, as shown in Figure 4.2. Mesh refinement
tests have been carried out to ensure that the solutions are convergent and grid independent.
Based on the calculated surface charge density by theoretical value using Eq. (4.10), a
maximum tolerance o f 0.1 % is imposed on the relative difference between theoretical and
numerical results. Lagrange - Quadratic elements are used for solving PNP equations,
while Lagrange - P2P 1elements are used for the Stokes equations.
Physical parameters used in the simulations are e0e f = 7 .0 8 x 1 0 "'° F /m , R = 8.31
J/(K m o l), F - 96490 C/mol, T = 300K, N totai=4.816 sites/nm2, pK.A=-logKA=7.0, and
pK.B= -logKB=1.9. The

diffusivities o f H +, K +, Cl', and O H' ions are, respectively,

9.31x1 O'9 m2/s, , 1.96xl0'9 m2/s, 2 .0 3 x l0 '9 m2/s, and 5 .3 0 x l0 '9 m2/s [10]. The particle
radius is Rp=10 nm and the separation distance between the particle’s bottom pole and the
flat surface is kept constant for all simulation cases at h = 5 nm, and the degree o f interaction
is adjusted by varying the bulk salt concentration

The EDL thickness is calculated u s in g s ' =

C

k c i

in the range o f Im M and lOOmM.

j ^ F 2zfCm and the results are

presented as a function o f normalized separation distance

Kh.

The pH o f the aqueous

solution is adjusted by using H + or O H' ionic species in the range o f 4 to 10.
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For code validation purposes, we simulated the surface charge density o f a spherical
silica nanoparticle o f Dp= l 16 nm immersed in an infinite electrolyte medium without the
plate. The obtained results illustrated in Figure 4.3a shows a good agreement with the
experimental data obtained by Sonnefeld et al.[ 177] for bulk salt concentration C kci=100
m M, Ntotap2.1 sites/nm2,

p K a= 6 .3 8 ,

and pK.B=1.87. Therefore, the charge regulation

model for the surface charge density captures the underlying physics. We also modeled a
flat silica surface in contact with a semi-infinite electrolyte solution. An analytical solution
for the surface charge density o f a planar surface has been recently derived by Yeh et al.
[20 9 ] . Figure 4.3b depicts the surface charge density o f a planar surface as a function of

pH for bulk salt concentration C kc i= 1 00 mM. The numerical results (red circles) are in
good agreement with the analytical results (solid line). Clearly, the surface charge density
increases with increased pH o f the solution.
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Figure 4.3. Surface charge densities o f a silica nanoparticle (a) and a planar silica plate as
a function o f pH o f the electrolyte solution. Circles and line in (a) represent, respectively,
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the experimental data from Sonnefeld et al. [177] and the numerical results. Circles and
line in (b) are, respectively, the numerical results and the analytical results derived by Yeh
et al. [209],

4.4

Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Salt Concentration Effect
When the interaction between the particle and the plate is very weak, which occurs
when the separation distance is much larger than the EDL thickness (i.e., * 6 » 1 ) , the
surface charge density along the surface o f the particle (plate) is spatially uniform. Due to
the curvature effect, the surface charge density o f the nanoparticle is different from that o f
the plate. We denote the surface charge densities o f the particle and plate under the
condition o f no interaction as Op® and ow®, respectively.
The electrostatic interaction between the particle and the plate increases as *6
decreases. Figure 4.4 depicts the electric potential distribution around the nanoparticle and
the interacting plate for different pH and *6 values. The EDLs are not overlapped for *6=5;
therefore, the electric potential along the surface o f the particle and the plate are spatially
uniform. As Kh decreases, the degree o f E D L overlap increases. EDLs are slightly
overlapped in the gap for * 6= 1.6 and the magnitude o f the electrical potential in the gap
region between the particle and the plate is higher than that located far away from the
interaction region. EDLs are significantly overlapped for *6=0.5, resulting in a larger
interaction region with an enhanced electric potential. Obviously the electric potential
around the particle (plate) becomes significantly non-uniform for *6<1 due to serious EDL
overlapping. On the particle surface, the highest potential occurs at the bottom pole o f the
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particle, where the strongest interaction occurs, and the lowest potential occurs at the top
pole, which has the weakest interaction with the bottom flat plate. The potential difference
between the bottom and top poles o f the spherical particle increases as Kh decreases for all
pH values.

ich=0.5

idv=1.6

Kh=5

p H = 5 .5

•0.06

Figure 4.4. Distribution o f the electric potential around the nanoparticle interacting with a
flat surface at different Kh and pH. Color bars denote the electric potential in Volts.

Figure 4.5 depicts the surface charge densities along arc length o f the particle surface
starting from the bottom pole to top pole (lines without symbols) and along the flat surface
(lines with symbols) under the conditions o f Figure 4.4. Under any given condition, the
surface charge density o f the nanoparticle is typically a little bit higher than that o f the
plate, and this is attributed to the curvature effect [13 17]. Under the condition o f serious
EDL overlap (i.e.,

K h = 0.5),

the surface charge densities o f the particle and the plate become

spatially non-uniform. The magnitude o f the surface charge density in the interacting
region is typically lower than that far away from the interaction region. As Kh increases,
the degree o f the non-uniform distribution o f the surface charge density decreases. In
addition, the surface charge densities o f the particle and the plate increase with an increase
in Kh. To further clearly show the variation o f the charge density along the particle and the
plate, Figure 4.6 illustrates the spatial distributions o f the surface charge densities along
arc length o f the particle surface (a) and the plate (b) normalized by the corresponding
surface charge densities for

K h—* oo.

In absence o f interaction, the normalized surface

charge density is 1. Since the top pole o f the spherical particle has very weak interaction
with the bottom plate under the considered conditions, the normalized surface charge
density at the top pole is 1. However, the normalized surface charge density at the bottom
pole significantly deviates from 1, especially when the EDLs are significantly overlapped.
For example, at K h - 0.5 the surface charge density at the bottom pole o f the sphere is about
62% o f that at the top pole o f the nanoparticle. The surface charge density on the plate at
r=0 is about 78% of the non-interacting region. Therefore, the assumption o f constant
surface charge densities o f two interacting objects used in previous studies are
inappropriate[4, 218].The normalized surface charge density increases on a particle’s
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surface from the bottom towards the top pole. As Kh increases, the interaction region
decreases; therefore, the region with normalized surface charge density smaller than 1
shrinks. For Kh=5, only a small portion o f the particle and the plate have a very weak
interaction, and their normalized surface charge densities are slightly smaller than 1, as
shown in Figure 4.6.

-0 05

-0 00055

■0.004

Kh=l 6

-0 00065

•0.008

-0 00075

•0012

-0 15

-0.25

Figure 4.5. Surface charge densities along the nanoparticle surface (lines without symbols)
and the flat plate (lines with symbols) at pH=4 (a), 5.5 (b) and 9 (c).
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Figure 4.6. Spatial variation o f the normalized surface charge density on nanoparticle (a)
and flat plate (b) for different Kh and fixed pH=5.5.

Figure 4.7. Spatial distribution o f H + ion concentration (in m M ) near the nanoparticle for
different xh values and pH= 5.5.
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The significant reduction o f the surface charge densities o f the particle and the plate is
attributed to the significant enrichment o f positive ions in the interaction region. Under the
considered conditions, both the nanoparticle and the plate are negatively charged. Counter
ions, (K + and H +), are accumulated within each EDL, and co-ions, CL and O H ‘ , are
depleted. Figure 4.7 depicts the spatial distribution o f a concentration o f H + ions near the
nanoparticle for pH=5.5 at different Kh values. The variation o f Kh is achieved by adjusting
the bulk concentration o f the background salt, C k c i. Figure 4.7 shows that the concentration
o f H + ions is significantly enhanced as Kh decreases. The enriched positive ions decrease
the negatively charged S i O

dissociated from the functional groups SiOH, yielding a

lower negative surface charge density in the interaction region [88]. Figure 4.8a depicts
ionic concentration o f H+ ions at the bottom (solid line) and top (dashed line) poles o f the
particle as a function o f Kh when the pH level is 6.5. Since the increase in Kh is achieved
by increasing the bulk salt concentration,

C k c i,

the concentration o f K + ions also increases

with an increase in Kh. The increased K + ions in the EDL o f the nanoparticle repels H + ions,
resulting in a decrease in the concentration o f H + inside the EDL. At the top pole o f the
nanoparticle, which almost has no interaction with the plate, the concentration o f H + ions
decreases as Kh increases, and this is attributed to the depletion o f H + ions by the increased
K + ions. When

K h < 2,

the concentration o f H + ions at the bottom pole is much higher than

that at the top pole, which is due to the enriched positive ions in the interaction region by
EDL overlap. As Kh increases, the degree o f EDL overlap decreases, and the difference
between the proton concentrations at the bottom and top poles decreases. Figure 4.8b shows
the concentration o f H + ions on the plate at the origin (solid line) and far away from the
interaction region (dashed line). Similarly, the proton concentration at the origin where the

strongest interaction occurs significantly increases due to the EDLs overlapping. Based on
the

protonation/deprotonation

reactions,

the

surface

charge

density

is inversely

proportional to the local concentration o f H + ions; the enriched H + ions in the interaction
region arising from the overlapped EDLs lead to a lower surface charge density in the
interaction region, as shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
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Figure 4.8. (a) H + ion concentration on the particle’s top pole (square with dashed line),
and on the particle’s bottom pole (circle with solid line). (b)H+ ion concentration on the
plate at r=0 (solid line with circles) and r—»a> (square with dashed line).
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Figure 4.9. Ratio o f the surface charge density difference at the top and bottom poles o f the
particle to the surface charge density at the top pole as a function o f

Kh

for different pH

values.

Figure 4.9 shows the ratio o f the surface charge density difference at the top and bottom
poles to the surface charge density at the top pole, ( <rpT -<Jph)/c rpT , as a function o f Kh at
pH=4, 5.5, and 9. A t each pH, the surface charge density difference at the top and bottom
poles o f the particle decreases as Kh increases. As Kh exceeds a certain critical value, the
surface charge density difference vanishes, and the surface charge density is uniformly
distributed along the particle surface. At the same Kh, the relative surface charge difference
at pH=5.5 is higher than those at pH=4 and 9, which will be explained in the following
section.
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Figure 4 .10 . (a) Surface charge density at the bottom pole o f the nanoparticle as a function
o f pH for Kh=0.5, 1.6, and 5. (b) Surface charge density on the bottom pole o f the
nanoparticle normalized by that at Kh—»oo as a function o f pH for three different Kh values.

4.4.2

The E ffe c t o fp H level o f the aqueous solution

Previous results clearly show that the surface charge properties o f two interacting
objects vary with the degree o f their interaction, and the surface charge density in the
interaction region is dramatically reduced when the EDLs are significantly overlapped. In
this section, the effect o f pH on the surface charge density o f the particle interacting with
the plate is investigated at fixed

nh=

0.5, 1.6, and 5, where the corresponding bulk salt

concentrations are 1, 10 and 100 m M , respectively.
Figure 4.10a depicts the surface charge density at the bottom pole o f the particle as a
function o f pH at k/j=0.5, 1.6 and 5. At fixed

Kh,

the negative surface charge density

increases with an increase in pH. This is expected since the bulk concentration o f H + ions
decreases as pH increases, leading to more SiO" functional groups dissociated from SiOH.
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Figure 4.10b depicts the surface charge density at the bottom pole o f the particle
normalized by that for

k / i- » o o .

At

K h = 5,

the normalized surface charge density is close to

1, due to very weak interaction. However, for Kh= 1.6 and 0.5, due to strong interaction, the
normalized surface charge density is below than 1. The normalized surface charge first
decreases as pH increases, attains the minimum at a critical pH, and then increases when
pH exceeds the critical value. The variation o f the normalized surface charge density with
pH can be explained by the variation o f the surface concentration o f protons under the
considered conditions. Figure 4.11 depicts the concentration o f H + ions at the bottom pole
normalized by that for

k / j- > q o

at the same conditions o f Figure 4.10. The normalized

surface concentration o f H + ions increases with an increase in pH when the latter is
relatively low, attains a maximum at a critical pH, and then decreases as pH further
increases. As pH increases, the bulk concentration o f H + ions decreases, leading to a
decrease in the surface concentration o f H + ions. However, the negative surface charge
density increases as pH increases, which attracts more H + ions to the negatively charged
surface, resulting in an increase in the surface concentration o f H + ions. The variation of
the surface concentration o f H + ions with pH is the net result o f the two competitions. When
pH is relatively low, since the bulk concentration o f H + ions is not very low, the increased
negative charge attracts a lot o f H + ions into the overlapped EDLs, resulting in an increase
in the concentration o f H + ions in the interaction region. However, at relatively high pH,
the bulk concentration o f K+ ions becomes significantly higher than that o f H + ions,
therefore, more K + ions than H + ions will be accumulated in the overlapped EDLs. The
enriched K + ions will also deplete H+ ions, leading to a decrease in H + ions inside the EDL.
Therefore, the local concentration o f H + ions at the bottom pole o f the particle increases
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with an increase in pH at a relatively low pH, attains the maximum at a critical pH, and
then decreases as pH further increases. Since the charge density is inversely proportional
to the local concentration o f H + ions, the surface charge densities o f the particle in the
interaction region decreases as pH increases, and attains the minimum at the critical pH
value, after which they increases as pH further increases.
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Figure 4.11. Concentration o f H + ions at the bottom pole o f the particle normalized by that
at ich—>oo as a function o f pH for different Kh values.
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4.5

Conclusions
Surface charge properties o f interacting a silica nanoparticle and plate are theoretically

investigated as functions o f pH, background salt concentration, and the degree o f their
interaction. The model considers multiple ionic species, charge regulation on the
interaction objects, and double layer overlap. The Stem layer effects are ignored in the
current study. Without interaction, the surface charge density is homogeneous. However,
the charge densities become spatially non-uniform, and the magnitude o f the surface charge
density in the interaction region is significantly reduced when the double layers are
overlapped. Under strong interaction, the surface charge density in the interaction region
is only about 50% o f the bulk value. Since the degree o f interaction increases as the ratio
o f the separation distance to the EDL thickness,

Kh,

decreases, the deviation from constant

charge densities for two interacting objects increases as Kh decreases. In the interaction
region, the normalized surface charge densities o f the particle and the plate decrease as pH
increases, attain a minimum value at a critical pH value, and then increase with further
increase in pH. This arises from the competition o f the following two mechanisms: (1) bulk
concentration o f H + ions decreases as pH increases, yielding to a decrease in the surface
concentration o f H + ions; and (2) the negative surface charge density increases with an
increase in pH, which attracts more counter-ions accumulated inside the EDLs. When more
K+ ions are accumulated than the H + ions, the enriched K + ions also deplete H + ions. The
results demonstrate that the assumption o f constant surface charge density o f two
interacting objects is invalid under strong EDL interactions between the particle and the
surfaces in the range o f K h < \ .
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CHAPTER 5
PROTON EN H A N C EM EN T IN AN EXTENDED NANO CHANNEL
5.1

Introduction
A fundamental understanding o f the ion transport in an extended nanospace, in which

the thickness o f electric double layers (EDLs) is comparable to the characteristic dimension
o f nanospaces, is substantial for the development o f biomimetic nanofluidic devices [67,
125]. Among various ions, protons (H* ions) play an essential role due to their fundamental
significance in nanofluidics applications [67, 108, 116, 125, 178, 182, 217]. In addition to
the structure and conformation o f molecular chains in biological ion channels, the charge
properties o f nanofluidic devices in contact with an aqueous solution are substantially
dependent on the local proton concentration in the vicinity o f the nanochannel wall surface
[67, 108, 116, 125, 178, 182,217],

In spite o f numerous theoretical and experimental studies on the confined fluid and ion
transport in extended nanospaces [30, 93, 160], the relevant analysis focused on proton
transport is surprisingly rare. Recently, Kazoe et al.[94] experimentally investigated the
proton distribution in an extended silica nanochannel using a super-resolution-laserinduced fluorescence technique and found that the interior proton concentration is
apparently enhanced. One set o f their experimental data in pure water was then analyzed
by Chang et al. [32] based on the 2D Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation coupled with a site
dissociation model on the nanochannel wall. Their results showed that the PB model
matched the experimental data o f Kazoe et al. [94] only when the permittivity o f the fluid,
Ej - 17f0, with £0 being the dielectric constant o f vacuum. Note that the general bulk value
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o f the permittivity o f an electrolyte solution is

=78.5£0 [80]. The results obtained by

Chang et al.[32] imply that there is a dramatic reduction o f the permittivity o f electrolyte
solutions confined in extended nanospaces. However, many theoretical studies used the
bulk value o f the permittivity o f an electrolyte solution to investigate various electrokinetic
transport phenomena in extended nanochannels, and the models’ predictions agree with the
experimental data on ionic current/conductance [65, 114-115, 167, 180, 213], streaming
conductance [191, 193], and electrophoretic translocation o f nanoparticles through a
nanopore [61, 148, 214].

Proton distribution and enhancement in an extended is theoretically studied in order to
exclude the inconsistent permittivity o f electrolyte solution confined in the extended
nanospaces by using pH-regulated nanochannel. The theoretical model is created in 3D by
including Poisson-Nemst-Planck (PNP) which takes into account multiple ionic species
and surface chemistry on the channel wall. Our model extends that o f Chang et al. [32],
who adopted the 2D PB equation with site dissociation, to a more general case by
considering the presence o f H + and O H~ in addition to the ions dissociated from the
background salt solution, site association and dissociation reactions on the channel wall,
and 3D nanochannel. The developed model is validated by the existing experimental data
o f proton distributions using the general bulk value o f the permittivity o f electrolyte
solution, which is also adopted by many theoretical studies on the electrokinetic transport
phenomena o f an electrolyte solution confined in a nanochannel or nanopore [61, 65, 114115, 148, 167, 180, 191, 193,214].
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5.2

Mathematical model
We consider a nanofluidic system comprising a straight nanochannel o f length L with

a rectangular cross section o f height H and width W by connected two large, identical
reservoirs on either end, as shown in Figure 5.1. To investigate the proton distribution in
an extended nanospace, we assume that both the width and height (i.e., W and H ) o f the
nanochannel are in nanoscale and the length o f the nanochannel is much larger than the
width and height (i.e., L » W and L » H ) . Both reservoirs and the nanochannel are filled
with an aqueous electrolyte solution containing N types o f ionic species. The 3D Cartesian
coordinate system, (x,y,z), with the origin at the center o f the nanochannel is adopted, where
x ,y , and z are directed along the directions o f height, width, and length, respectively.

Figure 5.1. Schematic illustration o f the 3D simulation domain with pH regulated silica
nanochannel.
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To simulate experimental conditions, we assume that the electrolyte solution includes
a background salt KCI o f background concentration

CKa and the

pH level is adjusted by

KOH and HC1 solutions. Therefore, four ionic species, H+, O H

, K+, and C l ' , are

considered. Let C|0 ( / = 1, 2, 3, and 4) be the bulk molar concentrations o f these ions,

respectively. Electroneutrality o f the bulk solution yields

Qo = Q c i, and

=

CKC1+ l(TpH-K T 04"^

for

p H

< 7 ;

C10=l(T pH, C20=

10~(14~pH),

C30 = CKCI - l(T pH+ 10"(14- pH)

and Cm =CKcl for p H > 7 [212, 215].

Since both the width and height o f the nanochannel are in nanoscale, EDL overlapping
in the extended nanospace is significant. When EDLs are significantly overlapped, the PB
model adopted by Chang et al.[32] to describe the distribution of ions in an extended
nanochannel is not appropriate. In the present study, the electrostatics and ionic mass
transport are governed by the following verified multi-ion Poisson-Nemst-Planck (PNP)
equations [213]:

- £ / V V = p t = 10 0 0 F £ zfct ,

(4.16)

1=1

f

V -N , = V 1 0 0 0

T\

D y C '- Z '- O - F c y i / /
RT

\

= 0 , i = 1, 2, 3, and 4.

(4.17)

Here, ^ is the electrical potential; R , T, and F are the universal gas constant, absolute

temperature, and Faraday constant, respectively; N ( , z(, C( , and

, are the flux density,

valence, molar concentration, and diffusivity o f the /th ionic species, respectively;

p t = 1000f £ z , c , is the mobile space charge density. Note that the factor o f 1000 in Eqs.
1=1

(5.1) and (5.2) arises from the use o f molar concentration for the ionic species.

The boundary conditions for Eqs (5.1) and (5.2) are assumed as the following: (i) The
ionic concentrations at both ends o f the two reservoirs are their bulk values (i.e., C, = Cj00)
and the corresponding electrical potentials are y/ = 0. (ii) Insulation boundary condition for
the potential (n • V

y / =

O) and zero normal ionic fluxes (n-N, = 0 ) are applied on the side

boundaries o f the two reservoirs, which are far away from the nanochannel. Here n is the
unit’s outer normal vector, (iii) The nanochannel wall is ion-impenetrable and bears a
surface charge density, (Ts, yielding

n •N( = 0

and -£ y n • V y/ = <JS, respectively.

The nanochannel wall in contact with aqueous solution is charge-regulated, implying
that its surface charge density, <7,, highly depends on the local solution pH and electrolyte
concentration.[64] Suppose that the nanochannel is made o f a silica-based material and its
charge density stems primarily from the following surface dissociation and association
reactions

of

silanol

functional

groups,

S i-0 H < -» S i-0 “ + H +

and

S i-0 H + H + <-»Si-OH2+, respectively. Let Ka and Kb be the equilibrium constants ofthese
two reactions, respectively. Then it can be shown that [213]
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Here, p ^ - l o g K , , P ^ = - lo g ^ , N, is the total number site density o f silanol relevant

groups (i.e., S i - O H , S i - 0 “ ,and S i - O H 2+) on the nanochannel wall surface, and

is

the local molar concentration o f protons at the nanochannel wall/liquid interface. Eq. (5.3)
clearly suggests that <JS is part o f the solution in the current study, and relies on the

physicochemical properties o f the dielectric channel material ( pK a, pK b, and N t ), and the

local pH ( = -logCb) on its wall surface. For the silica nanochannels, reported values for p^a

, pA^,and N, are

= 6 ~ 8, p£4 = 0 - 3 , and N t =6.31-13.3xlO”6 mol/m2[9].

The governing equations are normalized with corresponding scale values; the ionic
concentration is the bulk ionic concentration ( Q c/), the electric potential scale is R T / F

, the length scale is particle radius ( Rp ), the diffusivity scale is £f £0R2F 2j ( f i F ) , the surface

charge density scale is £f £0RTj(FRp) where R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, F is the Faraday constant, fx is the dynamic viscosity. The dimensionless
form o f the governing equations are

- y 'V

v

= ^ ( / r R ^ ) 2(z,c* + z 2c* + z 3c; + z 4c‘4),

. n ; = v . ( u ’ c’- d ; v ’ c*- z,d ;c; v* v * ) = o, 0 = 1 , 4 )
V * • u* = 0

- V ’p* + V ‘2u* - ^ ( v / ? /))2(zlc‘ + z 2c* + Z jc j+ z 4c4) W * = 0

(4.19)

(4.20)
(4.21)

(4.22)

*

where C) , Z( and Ui are the dimensionless concentration, valence electron number, and
diffusivity o f the ith ionic species, respectively.
The dimensionless surface charge density expression is

rr

= —M

A L -A L JH "]*2

______ - ____#■■■■

(A 91^

T,ml K A+ [ \ { ^ + K B[ W t

where

N Tolal

and

[H ]sare the dimensionless

scale o f

K

}

^Total> which equals to

ef e0R T j (F 2 R^) and dimensionless proton concentration on the nanoparticle surface.

5.3

Results and Discussion

The present 3D PNP model is numerically solved by a commercial finite element
package, CO M SO L Multiphysics, operated in a high-performance cluster, which has been
applied to solve similar 2D axisymmetric ion transport problems.[214] The computational
domain is discretized into quadratic tetrahedral elements and locally used smaller mesh
size on the nanochannel surface in order to calculate ionic flux, and the mesh size gradually
increases in the region o f EDL occurs. The total number o f the mesh used is around 300k
elements as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The mesh-independent study has been done according
the E D L profile for the worst case, where the salt concentration is 100 m M when the pH
level o f an aqueous solution is 10. Lagrange - Quadratic, weak constraint, conservative
form elements are used to solve PNP equations. The following parameters are used in the

simulations:/),(H+) = 9.3lxlO -9 m2/s, D2(O H > 5 .3 0 x K r9 m 2/s,

Z)3(K+) = 1.96x1 O'9 m 2/s,

Z)4( C r ) = 2 .0 3 x l(T 9 m 2/s, T = 298 K , F = 96490 C/mol [215]. The dimension o f the
rectangular reservoir is 800 nm in its width and height and 400 nm in length.
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5.3.1

Verification by experimental data

The developed model is first verified by the experimental data o f Kazoe et al.,[94] who
measured the pH distribution along the width (y-) direction o f an extended silica
nanochannel at W = 4 1 0 n m , / / = 4 0 5 n m , L — 1 / j m , with the bulk pH = 6.22. Note
that the pH profile reported by Kazoe et al. [94] was based on the averaged pH over the

height (jc-) direction. To fit this experimental data, we define an x-axis-averaged p H on
the center cross section o f the nanochannel ( z = 0 ),

(4.24)

Figure 5.3 shows the distribution o f p H for various background salt concentrations,

Cm . Pure water represents the results o f CKC1 - 0 . This figure clearly shows that the
proton concentration inside the nanochannel is remarkably enhanced, yielding a lower p H
than the bulk pH = 6.22 (dotted line). Figure 5.3 also depicts that predictions from our
model (solid lines) with p/Ca = 7 , pATfc=1.9, and Nt =6.31 xKT6 mol/m2 fit well to the
experimental data (symbols with error bars). Different from the previous theoretical study
reported by Chang et al. [32], who used a 2D PB model with

- 1 7 f0 to obtain a better

agreement with the experimental data and their model only matched the experimental data
o f p H in pure water [94], our multi-ion PNP model with fixed values for

and N, is also able to match the experimental data for

CKC) =

, p ^ a,

,

0.01 and 0.0001 M , as shown

in Figure 5.3. The adopted value o f £f is also consistent with many existing studies on
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electrokinetic transport o f an electrolyte solution in extended nanochannels or nanopores
[13, 19-29]. Moreover, the estimated values o f pK a, pK b, and N t are also in accordance
with those reported in the existing literatures [9]. Therefore, these values are used in the
subsequent discussions. Unless otherwise specified, the nanochannel geometry is fixed at
W = H = 20 nm and L = 1 /urn, which is typical for the dimension o f nanochannels used
in experiments [65, 130].

1.8 jum

Reservoir

A

Reservoir

Figure 5.2. The free tetrahedral type mesh used in the simulation with finer near EDL
region.
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Figure 5.3. Distribution o f pH averaged in the height direction, p H , at the center o f the

extended nanochannel for various CKa. Symbols with error bars: experimental data o f
Kazoe et al.[94] at W = 410 nm, H = 405 nm , L = 1 /urn, and p H = 6 .2 2 ; solid lines:

present numerical results at $Ka = 7, pKb = 1.9, and Nt = 6.31 x 10*6 mol/m2; dotted line: bulk
p H = 6 .2 2 .

5.3.2

E ffe c t o f background solution properties

Figure 5.4 illustrates that the electric potential distribution inside the nanochannel for
different pH levels and salt ionic concentrations. The electric potential is a key property
which controls the interactions between surfaces and its magnitude is supposed to be
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increased with an increasing o f salt concentration and also with the pH level o f the aqueous
solution. However, as demonstrated in Figure 5.4, the magnitude o f electric potential on
the surface does not increases with increasing salt concentration. To our knowledge, the
electrostatic interaction strength develops depending on the EDL thickness, and with
increasing o f salt concentration, E D L thickness gets thinner and electrostatic interaction
strength gets lower because there is no E D L overlap. Moreover, the magnitude o f bulk
potential increases with decreasing salt ionic concentration and increasing pH levels. This
can be attributed to the volume o f charged solutions, which is highly located inside the
channel and on the surface, and it causes an increase the magnitude o f the electric potential
for low concentration levels. Since four sides o f the nanochannel are pH regulated silica
surface, the EDLs are significantly overlapped at the nanochannel corners and this causes
a significant increase o f electric potential due to the resulting greater amount of counter
ions gathered. This phenomenon may cause a reduction o f electroosmotic velocity in case
o f an external applied field existence, and the produced flow within the nanochannel w ill
have a non-uniform pressure distribution along the nanochannel width and height. This
phenomenon

may

significantly

applications in drug analysis.

affect the trapping

performance o f nanochannel

Figure 5.4. The electric potential contour plots in a nanochannel when z=0 for different pH
and salt concentration strengths.

Figure 5.5 shows the surface charge density variations as a function o f the width o f the
nanochannel for different background pH and ionic properties. As concluded in the
previous figure, the variation o f the electric potential is not uniform on the charged
surfaces. Due to the same reason, the spatial distribution o f the surface charge density is
also not uniform along nanochannel width. The bulk surface charge density increases by
increasing the salt concentration strength and also increasing o f pH level o f aqueous
solution. This result is consistent with previous studies qualitatively [12-13, 206]. The
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result o f pH=4 is multiplied by 10 for better illustration. The magnitude o f the surface
charge density decreases very close to the channel surface due to yielding o f high counter
ions at the corners o f nanochannel.

0.1 m M

10 m M
o

x 10

-0.015

-0.035

-0.03

-0.07
0

5
y (nm)

10

TR7

0

5

10

Figure 5.5. Distribution o f surface charge density along the wall o f nanochannel with
different pH and salt concentration levels. Straight, dash and dash-dot lines presents pH =
4, 7 and 9, respectively.

Since the surface charge density is highly dependent on the local H +concentration on
the silica surface as seen in Eq. (5.3), the demonstration o f H + concentration inside the
nanochannel has great importance to understanding the behavior o f the spatial distribution
o f surface charge density. Since the sign o f surface charge density is negative, counter-ions
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are accumulated on the surface. By decreasing salt ionic concentration and pH level in the
bulk, more H + ions are accumulated on the nanochannel surface and significantly enhanced
on the corner o f nanochannel. The significant reduction o f the surface charge densities on
the nanochannel wall is attributed to the significant enrichment o f H + ions in the interaction
region. The enriched H + ions decrease the negatively charged SiO' dissociated from the
functional groups SiO H, yielding a lower surface charge density in the E D L interaction
region.

198 10,

230 10

Proton (nM )
3 68

0.1 m M

200

k-

120 1 0 .

0 09

. . 4 15 IQ

068

10 m M
III

o

Figure 5.6. Contour plot o f proton distribution in a nanochannel at z=0 for different
background solution properties.
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To understand the proton enhancement phenomenon in an extended nanochannel in
detail, we define two parameters; one is the enhanced relative percentage (ERP) o f protons,

A = ^ p H -p H |/p H jx lO O % , and the other is the ERP o f protons at the center o f the

nanochannel, A . = | p H t —p H j/ p H j x l 0 0 % . Here pHc can be obtained by letting

in Eq. (5.9). In general, larger values o f A and

y

- 0

represent more significant enhancement

o f protons in the nanochannel. Figure 5.7 depicts the influences o f the background salt
concentration, CKC1, and bulk pH on the variation of A . Figure 5.7a reveals that at constant

bulk pH, A increases with a decrease in

CKC1, implying

that the lower the

CKC1, the

more

significant enhancement o f protons (lower p H ) within the nanochannel. This is consistent
with the experimental observation o f Kazoe et al.[94] (see Figure 5.3), and can be attributed
to a more significant exclusion effect o f protons from the nanochannel surface by an
increase in the salt concentration and other counter-ions

(K +). Figure 5.7a also suggests

that, due to a thinner EDL, A (or local proton concentration) varies more apparently near
the nanochannel surface (jy = - i o and 10 nm) as CKC1 increases.
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Figure 5.7. Distribution o f the ERP o f protons, A = ^ p H - p H |/ p H j x l 0 0 % , for various

CKC| at the bulk

pH = 7.5, (a), and for various bulk p H at

CKCI = 0.001 M

, (b).

Figure 5.7b depicts that at constant CKG, A increases with an increase in the bulk pH
near the nanochannel surface ( ^ ^ - i o

and 10 nm), but has a local maximum as pH

increases in the interior o f the nanochannel. The former arises from the fact that the higher
the bulk pH, the larger the negative surface charge density on the channel wall, attracting
more protons near its surface and yielding higher A . The latter can be explained by the
fact that a higher bulk pH also represents a lower bulk concentration o f protons. In this
case, since a greater proportion o f protons are attracted to the negatively charged channel
surface, a relatively smaller proportion o f residual protons enhanced in the central region
o f the nanochannel. As a result, the spatial variation o f protons in an extended nanochannel
is more significant at higher bulk pH, as shown in Fig 5.7b.
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Figure 5.8. Variations o f the ERP o f protons at the center o f the extended nanochannel,

Ac. = (|p H c. - p H | / p H j x l 0 0 % , with the bulk pH for various

CKCI, (a),

and with

CKC1 for

various bulk pH, (b). Other parameters are the same as those in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.8 summarizes the influence o f the background salt concentration, Q C), and

bulk pH on the ERP o f protons at the center o f the extended nanochannel,

suggests that

Ac shows

Ac. This figure

a local maximum as the bulk pH increases (Figure 5.8a) and

decreases monotonically with increasing

CKa

(Figure 5.8b). These behaviors can be

explained by the same reasoning employed in Figure 5.7. From Figure 5.7 and 5.8, it can
be concluded that the degree o f enhanced proton concentration in an extended nanochannel
is significant if the background salt concentration is low and the bulk pH is medium high
(ca. 8). Under considered conditions, the ERP o f the pH value can be on the order of ca. 40
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%,

and

that

of

the

corresponding

proton

concentration,

calculated

by

j

| C, - C]0 / C10 x 100% , over 4000 times, where C, = - log(pH) and C10 - - lo g (p H ).

5.3.3

E ffe c t o f nanochannel dimensions

The influence o f the nanochannel dimensions on the ERP o f protons at the center of
the extended nanochannel, Ac, is depicted in Figure 5.9. In this case, the nanochannel
height is set to be the same as its width (i.e., H = W ). This figure shows that regardless of
the levels o f the bulk pH, Ac decreases with increasing nanochannel dimensions and
approaches a steady value at sufficiently large nanochannel. The former is expected
because the smaller the nanochannel, the more significant the EDL overlapping effect,
leading to more protons (counter-ions) concentrated inside the nanochannel. When the
EDL overlapping effect is negligible, the enhancement o f protons becomes nearly
independent o f the nanochannel size.
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Figure 5.9. Variations of the ERP of protons at the center o f the extended nanochannel,

A c = ^|p H f - p H | / p H j x l 0 0 % , with the nanochannel dimension ( H = W ) for various

bulk pH at Q ci = 0.0001 M .

5.4

Conclusions
The proton distribution and enhancement in an extended, pH-regulated, nanochannel

are investigated theoretically taking into account the presence o f multiple ionic species and
the site dissociation/association model on the nanochannel wall. Different from the
previous theoretical study using the 2D Poisson-Boltzmann equation and significantly low
fluid permittivity, the 3D multi-ion Poisson-Nernst-Planck model with a general bulk value
of the fluid permittivity is adopted for the first time to describe the existing experimental
data o f the proton distributions in a silica nanochannel under various salt concentrations.
As expected, the proton concentration is significantly enhanced by the negatively charged
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nanochannel, and its distribution depends substantially on the bulk pH and background salt
concentration. The variation o f protons in an extended nanochannel is considerably
remarkable when the bulk pH is relatively high. Moreover, the enhanced relative
percentage o f protons at the center o f the nanochannel is significant at a medium high bulk
pH (ca. 8), low salt concentration, and small size o f the nanochannel. Our results show that
the local pH at the center o f the extended nanochannel can be enhanced on the order o f ca.
40 %, implying that over 4000 times o f the corresponding proton concentration is raised.
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CHAPTER 6
ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW IN A pH-REGULATED NANOSLIT

6.1

Introduction
Electroosmosis flow (EOF) is a common phenomenon particularly observed in various

fields o f biochemistry and chemistry [129, 137, 144, 157], and with the advances in
nanoscale electrokinetic theory and lab-on-a-chip (LO C) devices, EOC have drawn
significant attention because it is one o f the most exciting nanoscale phenomena that can
be utilized in the nanofluidic systems in order to generate flow fields or drive molecules
[42, 47, 78-79, 126, 179]. Due to charge and mobility differences between molecules o f
solutes in electrolyte solutions, EOF can be used in separation and concentration [11, 49,
74, 208] technologies; EOF in porous and fractured media is very import in the engineering
problems relating with large-scale porous media, such as gas, oil, groundwater aquifers,
and geothermal reservoirs over various length scales [8, 63, 76].

Much theoretical and experimental research has been carried out to study EOF
characteristics [11, 173, 203]. As a reliable method, molecular dynamics (M D ) method,
which deals with atoms explicitly [162, 207], has been used to simulate EOF inside the
nanochannel with different geometry and surface boundary conditions [43, 155]. The
numerical method (e.g. finite element method and finite volume method) is also widely
used by solving coupled Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) equations and the Stokes equations
to simulate kinds o f EOF [121, 137, 203], But both the molecular dynamics method and
the numerical method are computing resource consuming, and cannot efficiently guide the
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design o f nanofluidic devices or elaborate experimental observations. To overcome this
drawback, some analytical models are developed with some limited assumptions, such as
neglecting the electric double layers (EDLs) overlapping [11], constant surface charge
density or surface electric potential on the nanoslit walls without surface chemical reactions
[11, 16, 121, 172], and only considering background ionic species [205]. But these
assumptions restrict the application o f analytical models because EOF is caused by the
excess counter-ions inside the EDLs, with regard to the dielectric wall with dissociable
functional groups, EOF is significantly influenced by local ionic concentrations and pH
value, site density o f the functional groups; and surface charge density [9, 21, 31, 87].
Neglecting the E D L ’s overlapping phenomena within the nanoslit would introduce
unrealistic deviation on nanofluidics properties, finally resulting in miscalculation o f EOF
velocity.

In this study; with consideration o f EDLs overlapping, pH effects (multiple ionic
species

including

background

ionic

species,

H+

and

O H ),

and

surface

protonation/deprotonation reactions, an analytical model o f EOF velocity calculation is
proposed first time. Simultaneously, the EOF processes within a 2-D nanofluidic device
composed o f a pH-regulated silica nanoslit connected with two big fluid reservoirs on both
ends are taken into account, and simulations o f coupled multiphysics are performed
numerically based on continuum-based models including the Nernst-Planck (NP) equation,
the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation, the Stokes equation, and surface reactions. Both the
analytical model and the numerical simulation are validated by comparing their predictions
with the experimental data from flow rate measurements o f electroosmotic driven flow for
the silica nanoslit [71,220]. Subsequently, the influences o f background salt concentration,
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pH value and length o f nanoslit on EOF velocity are investigated comparatively, and the
scope o f application o f the proposed analytical model is given by comparing the predictions
with numerically simulation results.

6.2

M athem atical Model
As shown in Figure 6.1, we study a nanoslit with a length (L) and height (H ) connecting

two large reservoirs filled with an electrolyte solution (i.e., NaC l solution) containing N
types o f ionic species. The height o f the nanochannel is significantly less than the width
o f the channel, W ( H « W ) so that this study is considered 2D symmetric. The reservoir
dimensions are chosen to be large enough in order to avoid high potential drop inside the
reservoirs. Since we model to describe steady-state flow distribution and the ion transport
in nanochannel, three coupled steady-state partial differential equations are needed to
reveal the physics correctly. They are defined for all domains. The Nemst-PIanck (NP)
equation describes the ionic mass flux densities and the flux o f species is the sum o f the
advection, diffusion and conduction terms and the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation
defines the electric potential distribution inside the whole domain, and they are given by:

I

I

t

I

rj r r t

I

(5.1)

T

J

V

4

(5.2)

to €0 and £f are the dielectric constant o f a vacuum and the relative dielectric constant o f
the electrolyte solution, respectively, u, N,, D i, ch Zi are the fluid velocity, flux density,
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ionic diffusivity, ionic concentration, valence electron number o f ith ionic species,
respectively. The volume charge density can be expressed as the total sum o f the all ion
4

densities multiplied by their respective charge: pe =

, where F is the Faraday
i=i

constant.

The Stokes equation, which consists o f the electric body force term due to the
electrostatic force applied for an incompressible Newtonian flow in a low Reynolds limit
describes the fluid flow that is given by

-V p + / # 2u -/? eV j / = 0
Vu =0
In the above, p, p , u, y/

(5.3)
(5.4)

are the hydrodynamic pressure, the dynamic fluid viscosity,

velocity and electric potential inside the electrolyte solution, respectively.
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Reservoir Region

Reservoir Region

Figure 6.1. Schematic illustration o f the EOF within a pH-reguIated nanoslit with electric
double layers overlapping, and containing multiple ionic species, N a+, C E , H+, and O H

In contrast to manyexisting studies, those uses prescribed constantsurface charge [refs],
our

modelconsiders the chemical reactions at the oxidesurface

to describe the

protonation/deprotonation functional groups. Here, the effects o f the Stem layer on
determination o f surface charge property are neglected. On the oxide electrolyte interface
the following reactions take place:

S i O H < K« >S iO + H s
+

(5.5)

S iO H ; < - ^ - » S i O H + H s
+

(5.6)
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The equilibrium constants o f the two dissociation reactions are K a =

rsjQ[Hj]/rsi0H

and K b = T soh4 / r si0H[H *]. The total number o f silica site density can be expressed as

rTotai= ^siOH+ r sj0.+ T SjOH4 and the surface charge density based on the site-dissociation

model for silicon dioxide is given as

_ __

py

k a

-

k b[ h

;

t

",ml K a + [ H s ] + K B[ H ; f

The

chemical

reaction constants used

in this study are pK.A=7,

pK.B=1.9 and

r To,a| =3.8 sites/nm2, and those parameters are consistent with reported values for silicon

dioxide surfaces and [H^], which represents the molar concentration o f protons on the
wall/liquid interface. Here, it can be concluded that the surface charge propetry does not
only depend on Ntotal, K a , and K b, it is also depends on the pH and salt concentration density
o f electrolyte solution. The salt concentration is defined as C NaCl, and the pH value is
adjusted by adding HC1 or N a O H . In general, a multi-ion model is used in order to satisfy
the correct chemical reactions on silica material; those ions are H +, Na+, Cl', and OH', and

their

bulk

concentrations

C30 = C NaCI+ \ 0 - p

H

+

are,

respectively,

C10 = 10_/,//+3,

C 2Q - C NaCh

i , and Cm = 1 0 '(14' p//)+3for, p H < 7 and for p H > 7

they are as following; C10 = \0 ~ pH+i, C 20 = C NaCI- K T p//+3 + 10~(14-p//)+3i C30 = CVaC/, and
C40 = l 0 -(14_p//)+3 [209].
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The solution o f these governing equations requires the appropriate boundary conditions
in order to calculate for a correct description o f the phenomena, (i) A t the both ends o f the
reservoir, ionic concentrations are maintained at their bulk values (i.e., Ct = C |0[), the
corresponding electric potentials are VAnode=Vo and Vcathode=0, and normal flow with no
external pressure gradient ( Ap = 0 ), or concentration gradient, is specified for flow field.

(ii) For the nanochannel wall, nonslip, ion impenetrable and surface charge density (0"H.)

boundary conditions are assigned and they are u = 0 , n*N, = o , and -VL'Vy/ - a wl s f ,
respectively, (iii) For the side boundaries o f the two reservoirs, slip, zero normal ionic flux
(n»N =o), and insulation ( n * v y = 0 ) boundary conditions are applied, respectively, (iv)
And finally along the axis of the nanoslit, the symmetric boundary condition is applied in
order to keep the computational costs within practical limits.

We assume that the diffusivities for H +, Na+, CT, and OH' are 9.31e-9, 1.96e-9, 2.03e9 and 5.3e-9 m2/sec, respectively, and assume the diffusivities o f ions does not change from
their bulk values when the nanoslit height is 10 nm [51]. We also assume that the dielectric
permittivity and viscosity o f the electrolyte solution as the bulk values £j = 80 and
g = l x l ( r 3 Pa-s and they have a uniform distributions. The fluid temperature is kept
constant as T = 298 K The nanoslit used in simulations has H = 10 n m , L = 1 pm , and

W = 0.5 pm . The EDL thickness is calculated using

k

1= XD=sqTt(£0sfRTI ^ F 2zfCK) .
I /=i

The applied electric field is kept constant at 50 kV/m for all simulations and approximation
simulation cases except for the model validation part. The governing equations are
normalized with corresponding scale values; the ionic concentration is the bulk ionic
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concentration ( c KCl), the electric potential scale is R T / F ' , the length scale is particle

radius ( Rp), the diffusivity scale is £ f£0R2F 2

, the surface charge density scale is

£j £qRTI(FRp) where R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, F is the
Faraday constant, fj, is the dynamic viscosity. The dimensionless form o f the governing
equations are
- v ' 2y ' = i ( K - R /)) 2(z lc' + z 2c* + z 3c* + z 4c*),

V . N* = V •

(u* c - D ]

V* c - z p ' c * V* V * ) = 0, ( i = l ,..., 4)

V* • u* = 0

(5.8)

(5.9)
(5.10)

- V 'p * + V *2u *-■ ^ (/f/Z /J)2(zlc* + z2c*2+ z 3c* + z4c * ) V V ’ = 0

(5.11)

where ci , z t and Dt are the dimensionless concentration, valence electron number, and
diffusivity o f the ith ionic species, respectively.
The dimensionless surface charge density expression is
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/oft,/^ + [ H +];2+ ^ B[H+];2

where

N Tolal

and

[H +]i are the dimensionless scale o f

N Tgtal, which equals to

£ j£ 0R T j ( F 2 R p) and the dimensionless proton concentration on the nanoparticle surface.

6.3

Analytical model of overlapped EOF
In order to get the analytical solution, based on the above mathematical model, the

following hypotheses are used to simplify the derivation: (1) the length o f nanoslit is long
enough so that the electric field within the nanoslit is identical (E ° = f Anode/ L ) , and the
electroosmotic flow is fully developed and parallel to the channel wall; (2) the surface
charge density distribution o f the nanoslit walls are uniform; (3) the electric potentials are
continuous on the interfaces between the dielectric layer and the liquid layer; (4) the
thickness o f dielectric material layer is very large and the gradient o f electric potential
within the dielectric layer is negligible. From the above hypotheses, the EOF in the x-axis
direction is uniform and only varies in y-axis direction.

The electrostatics governing equations within the dielectric layer ( y >

h

/2 ) can be written

as

^ =0
dy

(5.13)

and Eq. (6.2) can be reduced as

dx

=—
eQef

( 5. 14)

in which ^ and y/ are y-axis direction electric potentials distribution within the dielectric
layer and diffusive layer, respectively. According to the Boltzmann distribution,
concentration o f the ith ion at the center line o f the nanoslit and within the nanoslit can be
depicted respectively as
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C ,= C „ e x p

(5.16)

where ¥ , is the central electrical potential o f the nanochannel in the y-axis direction. As
the nanochannel is connected with two much bigger reservoirs, in which the reference
electrical potential is defined as ¥% = 0, then the charge density can be written as
t'i

z_l_

/=1

RT

in which Cx = C I0 + C 20 = C 30
the

reservoirs,

and

Z —Z| —Z2 ” ~Z3 —- Z 4

the

¥

■2FC„ sinh
RT

(5.17)

¥

is the cation or anion concentration o f bulk solution in
valence

electron

number

of

ith

ionic

species

are

1.

Because no pressure bias is imposed across the nanoslit, the electroosmotic flow field along
the y-axis direction can be simplified from eqn. (6.3) and described as
d \_

p ,e ;

dy2

M

(5.18)

in which Ux is the EOF velocity along the nanoslit.
The boundary conditions for eqs (6.13), (6.14) and (6.18) are as follows:
At the dielectric layer/liquid interface ( y = / / / 2 ) ,

<p = ¥ = ¥ d,
dcp
dw
~dy
T ~ £»£f ~dyr = ~a »'
Mx = 0 .

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

The symmetric boundary conditions are used at the center o f the nanochannel (.y = 0),
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dy/

= 0 and

(5.22)

dy
dux

o.

(5.23)

~dy
In the above,

is the electric potential at the solid/liquid interface, and Ow is the

surface charge density o f the nanoslit shown in eqn. (6.7).
Based on eqns. (6.15) and (6.16), the surface proton concentration can be written as
F V<i

[ / / s+] = [ / / 0+]exp

(5.24)

RT

in which [ //„ ] is the H+ concentration in the reservoirs, and can be found from the pH

value defined as pH = - log([H^ ]) . Then the surface charge density can be depicted as
2
Ka - K
<r=-F r

b

[ / / 0+]exp
<

R T )_
2

tolaI

(5.25)

[ / / 0+]exp

K a + [ / / 0+] exp
1

RT)

B

I

RT t

Subject to eqs (6.17), (6.20) and (6.22), Eq. (6.14) can be solved as;

¥ = ¥ c+

where cd (/|

in [cd (/| w ) ) ,

(5.26)

is a Jacobian elliptic function o f argument / and m, which are defined as

1=

KX

(5.27)

2exp(Fy/J(2RT))

m = Qxp(lFy/J{RT)}

(5.28)
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and the charge density within the EDL can be defined as
a d = - e 0e f dy//dy\

■n = e0e ,d ir/d y \

x=H/2

(5.29)
= sign(y/J 4£0e / RTC0 cosh

-cosh
RT

RT

From Eqs. (6.19) and (6.26), the relationship between surface potential

electrical potential

and central

can be obtained as

(5.30)
zF

And based on Eqs. (6.13), (6.25) and (6.29), Eq. (6.20) can be transformed as

sign{y/d).\4 £ 0£ f RTC0 cosh

r Fw A
RT

J Fw .
-cosh
v RT .

[ / / +]0exp| -

k a- k h

-FT..
K a + [ / / +]0 exp

¥j
RT

f

FWj
RT

[ / / +]„exp -

(5.31)

RT

Eqs. (6.30) and (6.31) are implicit expressions about the surface potential f d and

central potential y c, which can be solved by Matlab function fsolve. Then the electric
potential distribution along y-axis direction can be derived from eq. (6.26), and the EOF
velocity can be solved from Eqs. (6.18), (6.21) and (6.23)

E°X
b0bf a
F F
u,

-

■

{ V - V j )

(5.32)
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6.4

Results and Discussion
The fully coupled equations o f (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) and the associated boundary

conditions are solved numerically by CO M SO L Multiphysics, a finite element methodbased software which has been validated to be sufficiently efficient and accurate for solving
similar electrokinetic ion transport problems [210-211 ] and ionic flux determination for the
charge regulated nanoparticles. The simulation domain is discretized using a hybrid
structured/unstructured mesh that can solve the real physics in lost cost o f computational
ranges. In order to calculate the electrokinetic flow of a binary electrolyte through a
nanochannel, very fine structured mesh is used inside the nanochannel and in the transition
o f the nanochannel and reservoir, the mesh size is gradually increased through reservoirs
as shown in Figure 6.2. Again to reduce the computational time, a symmetric boundary
condition is used along the channel half-plane.

6.4.1 Model Validation
The applicability o f the numerical results are first verified by the experimental data
carried out by Zheng et al. [220] on flow rate measurements o f electroosmotic driven flow
for silica nanoslit with 3.5 pm length, 44 pm width and for various height ranges when
the applied electric field is ~14 kV/m and the salt concentration is 0.16664 M NaC I solution
with pH=7. As illustrated in Figure 6.3, the prediction o f our model with the parameters
of pKa = l , pKh =1.9, and Nlolal = 3.8 sites/nm2, have excellent agreement. Our model is much
better than the model proposed by Zheng et al. [220] where they did not consider a charge
regulated model to determine the surface charge density.

Figure 6.2. Two dimensional numerical simulations are performed with a flow domain
composed o f two reservoirs connected with a single nanochannel. The junction o f the
reservoir and nanochannel is zoomed for detailed look at the mesh type.
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Figure 6.3. Electroosmotic volume flow rate (Q ) varying with nanoslit height H at a
constant electric field (0.05V). The length and width o f the nanoslit are L = 3.5 pm and
W = 4 4 p m , and the bulk salt concentration o f NaCl is 0.16644 M with pH = 7.
Rectangular symbols are experimental data o f Zheng et al. [220], and solid line and circles

present m ulti-ion analytical model and numerical results with p K a = l , $ K b = \ . 9 t and
N lulal =3.8 sites/nm2.

6.4.2

The influence o f the background solution properties
Figure 6.4 illustrates that the influence o f the solution properties, background salt

concentration, C kci, and pH level on the EOF velocity distribution (u) as a function o f the
height-wise position x obtained at the cross-section line in the middle o f nanoslit with
L = 1 pm . The velocity profiles are plotted for different salt concentrations 1,10,100, and

Ill

1000 m M and pH levels are 4 ,6 , and 8. The straight and dash lines in Figure 6.4 represents
the approximation solution (lines) based on the continuum flow theory and the numerical
results (symbols) for comparison. Due to the decrease o f electric double layer (E D L)
thickness by increasing o f salt concentration strength within the nanoslit, the EOF velocity
increases. However, the space charge density gradually decreases for very high salt
concentration levels. Because the counter-ions are compressed in the region very close to
the charged surface. In the centerline o f the nanochannel the amount o f counter-ion
becomes negligible and causes a reduction on the EOF velocity. Since the nanoslit wall is
negatively charged, increasing pH level may lead to an increase o f the net charge density
inside the nanoslit, and accordingly an increase in EOF velocity. Our approximation
solutions (Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32)) are capable o f predicting the general trends quantitatively
and qualitatively o f EOF velocity in a nanoslit when pH is either sufficiently low or high
and C kci is sufficiently high. The relative errors o f approximation solution and numerical
results are less than 1%. However, we determined that the approximation solution
overestimates the EOF velocity for lower concentration levels (1 and 10 m M ) and the
deviation increases remarkably when the concentration o f bulk ionic concentration is 1 and
10 m M and/or OH' is higher in the bulk. This is because the approximation solution fails
to take into account the ionic concentration polarization (ICP) that occurs at the both ends
o f the nanoslit. As has been reported earlier [[97], ICP reduces the fluid velocity as the
counter ions K + and H + are enriched (depleted) near the cathode (anode) side o f the
negatively charged nanoslit. Here, it is revealed that ICP becomes significant by increasing
o f the E D L overlap strength or increasing o f the pH level. ICP reduces the EOF flow inside
nanoslit.
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Figure 6.4. EOF velocity profile along height o f nanoslit H at various NaCl background
salt concentrations C NaC, (1 ,10 , 100, and 1000 m M ) for pH = 4 , pH = 6 , and pH = 8 when
L / H = 1 0 0 . The straight line presents 1 and 1000 m M , respectively, and the dash lines
presents 10 and 100 m M cases. For numerical results, red squares 1 m M , blue spheres 10
m M , and green triangles 100 m M case, purple diamond symbols presents 1000 m M.
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Figure 6.5 depicts that the averaged EOF velocity, < « > , in the middle o f the nanoslit
is plotted as a function o f both aqueous solution pH level and salt concentration strength
when L/H=100. The < u > increases with increasing bulk ionic salt concentration till 100
m M, for high salt concentration levels it gradually decreases, as explained in the previous
figure, and also increases with an increasing pH level o f the aqueous solution. For low pH
levels 3 - 4, the <w> difference between different salt concentrations is not significant and
it is very low as -0.005 mm/sec. The reason is that the surface charge density o f the nanoslit
is very low at low pH levels, resulting in counter-ions gathered near the nanoslit surface
and accordingly, less co-ions repelled out o f the nanoslit. And by increasing the pH level,
the surface charge density increases and accordingly, the ionic flux o f cations inside the
nanoslit becomes significantly larger. It is worth noting that the surface charge density of
silica surfaces increase with increasing the pH levels and also ionic salt concentrations of
aqueous solutions.
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Figure 6.5. Average EOF velocity with respect to various concentration and pH levels when
L /H

= 100.

6.4.3

E ffe c t o f Nanoslit Length

The EOF velocity profiles as a function o f height o f the nanoslit are plotted for different
L/H values, when salt concentrations are 1, 100 m M and the pH level is 4 and 7, as
illustrated in Figure 6.6. The general trend o f the plots confirms that the EOF velocity
decreases by decreasing the L/H ratio for all ionic concentrations and pH levels, and for
high pH values when bulk ionic salt concentration is low, the EOF velocity is remarkably
reduced compared to low pH levels.

Even though the aqueous solution has the same
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properties, their EOF velocity is different, which is is due to the concentration polarization
occurred at the both ends o f the nanoslit, which are schematically shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.6. EOF velocity profile along the height o f the nanoslit H at various length height
ratios ( z . / H ) with CNaC1 = 1m M and 100 m M for pH = 4 and 7. Spheres, diamonds and
triangles presents L/H = 100, 10 and 5, respectively, and the straight line presents the
approximation solution o f Eq. (6.32).
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In order to explain the reason that fluid velocity decreases for different L/H values in
figure 6.6, Figure 6.7 plots the axial variation o f the cross-sectional averaged (a) electric
field, (b) pressure, and (c) counter-ion concentration. The applied electric field is kept
constant for all different L/H values. The x-position is also normalized by the nanochannel
length (L ) and ** _ y '

in Figure 6.7. Since the voltage bias was applied on the left side,

the magnitude o f the electric field, Ex = - d $ / d x , is higher on left side. By decreasing of
the L/H, the magnitude o f electric field gets higher as a result o f significant ion depletion
in that region, which causes a reduction o f osmotic pressure in this region. Figure 6.7b
shown the cross-sectional averaged pressure distribution along the length direction. The
osmotic pressure increases by increasing o f L/H and in the region o f enrichment, the
magnitude o f the osmotic pressure gets higher. The EOF is dominant on the depletion
region and when counter-ions accumulated intensively at the right end o f nanoslit, the
accumulation o f the ions increases the osmotic pressure and decreases the EOF flow. As
Figure 6.7c shows, the generated ion concentration for L/H=5 has less counter-ions inside
the nanoslit and thus, reduces the ionic flux inside the nanoslit, and accordingly, the EOF
velocity inside the nanoslit and the amount o f counter-ions inside nanoslit increases with
increasing L/H, meanly the EOF flow rate inside the nanoslit.
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Figure 6.7. Spatial distribution o f the cross-sectional averaged electric field (a) and
concentrations o f mobile counter ions (b) along the nanoslit length at various L/H values
when the background salt concentration C NaC1= l m M and p H = 4 . Straight, dash and
dash dot lines presents L/H = 5, 10 and 100, respectively.
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Figure 6.8 and 6.9 depict, respectively, the averaged EOF velocity, < u > , as a function
o f the L/H for different salt concentration and various pH levels, and Figure 6.8 also
includes the numerical results comparison with corresponding approximation solutions for
each case. The symbols and lines represent the numerical results and approximation
solutions, respectively. Figure 6.8 reveals that <u> increases with increasing salt ionic
concentration and L/H and asymptotically reaches to a value at L /H = 1 0 0 . This behavior
can be attributed to the ICP, which becomes significant at low ionic concentrations and/or
high pH levels. While the ICP is not significant, the numerical results have a good
agreement with approximation solution.
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Figure 6.8. Average EOF velocity varies with length height ratio ( L / H -1 ~ 100) at various
background salt concentration (1, 10, and 100 m M ) with pH = 6.
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Figure 6.9. Average EOF velocity varies with length height ratio ( L / H - 1~ 100) at various
pH values 4, 6, 8 when bulk ionic salt concentration CNaC1 = 10mM.

6.5

Conclusion
Electroosmosis flow velocity inside the long pH-regulated nanoslits are investigated by

considering the effects o f electric double layers overlapping, surface chemistry reactions,
and multiple ionic species. With taking account these effects, the analytical model for EOF
velocity calculations is derived for the first time, and the corresponding EOF process in a
realistic 2-D nanofluidic device is numerically simulated. Both the analytical model and
the numerical simulation results are validated by comparing the existing experiment data
o f EOF velocity in long pH-regulated nanoslits. The influences o f pH value and
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background salt concentration on EOF velocity are studied by comparing the analytical
results with numerically simulation results. The predictions show that the EOF velocity
increases first and then decreases with background salt concentrations increasing because
o f the combined effects o f counter ions concentrations and EDL thickness; the EOF
velocity increases with the pH level o f the aqueous solution because more counter ions are
attracted at higher pH values. The comparisons between the analytical and numerical
results also provide the scope o f application o f the analytical model, which is only suitable
for lower pH levels, higher background salt concentrations and long enough nanoslits, in
what situations the ionic concentration polarization effects at the ends o f the nanoslits are
not obvious.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Electrokinetic properties o f ion transport and liquid confined in nanochannel is an
important aspect not only from fundamental perspectives but also the development o f nextgeneration emerging fields, such as lab-on-a-chip devices (LO C ) and bioNEMS. These
state-of-the-art fluidic devices have showed unique physical properties different than usual
conventional systems. There are a lot o f undiscovered behaviors in nanoscale that may
profoundly affect the field o f fluid and chemical engineering, such as surface charge
properties o f nanoparticles, viscosity o f the fluides, diffusion coefficients o f ions, the
dielectric constant o f fluid, dissociation o f silanol groups, vapor pressure, proton mobility,
and hydrogen ion concentration. Understanding these physical and chemical phenomena
will lead to new applications which have not been possible before in the areas o f biological
systems, separation science, geoscience, single molecular detection, fuel cells and batteries.

This dissertation presents the understanding o f electrokinetic ion behavior on both
nanoparticles and nanofluidics systems while accounting for the role o f surface charge
chemistry in which the surface groups are determined by the multiple ionic species and the
site dissociation/associations so that the surface groups are responding to their local
environment.

This dissertation has two main parts related to electrokinetic phenomena which
correspond to two main aspects that are presented in this dissertation: (1) theoretical and
analytical study o f surface charge properties o f nanoparticles, and (2) theoretical and
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approximation solution o f ionic concentration distribution and its transportation in
nanochannels.

7.1

Conclusions
The main contributions of this dissertation are

(1)

The experimentally validated theoretical model is to present the size o f the

nanoparticle, the pH level o f aqueous solution and the salt concentration strength
dependence o f surface charge properties o f silica nanoparticle. The results demonstrate that
the surface charge density increases with increasing pH and salt concentrations [1, 20].
Surface charge density decreases with increased particle size, and asymptotically reaches
a flat plate approximation. In the range o f W D P<0.2, one can neglect the effect o f the
particle size on its surface charge density, regardless o f the pH and salt concentration.
These results are attributed to why certain sized nanoparticles are transported in
nanochannels faster than the smaller ones made out o f the same material.
(2)

An analytical solution validated with existing experimental data available in the

literature is developed for particles. The charge properties o f the particles can be easily
predicted using the developed model as functions o f pH, salt concentration, as well as
particle size when tcRp>0.5.
(3)

A finite element method is used to accurately reproduce surface charge densities to

gain insights into the interaction between a nanoparticle and a flat wall charged surface.
The results show that the surface charge density is spatially non-uniform based on the
separation distance, and the magnitude o f the surface charge density in the interaction
region is significantly reduced related to strength o f electric double layer overlap in contrast
to theoretical solution (i.e D L V O theory). The results demonstrate that the assumption of
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a constant surface charge density o f two interacting objects is invalid under strong EDL
interactions between the particle and the surfaces in the range o f tch<\.
(4)

The surface charge properties, electric potential and proton distribution is

investigated for an extended nanochannel using a finite element. As expected, due to EDL
overlaps on the comer o f the nanochannel, a significant charge density drop occurs due to
enrichment o f the counter-ions. Moreover, the proton concentration is significantly
enhanced by the negatively charged nanochannel, and its distribution depends substantially
on the bulk pH and background salt concentrations. The variation o f protons in an extended
nanochannel is considerably remarkable when the bulk pH is relatively high. Moreover,
the enhanced relative percentage o f protons at the center o f the nanochannel is significant
at medium high bulk pH (ca. 8), low salt concentration, and in a small size o f the
nanochannel. These results w ill illuminate the unique fluid properties inside nanochannels
and allow us to measure dielectric and viscosity properties o f fluid inside the nanochannel.
(5)

Using theoretical and approximation solution methods, electroosmosis flow (EOF)

velocity inside the long pH-regulated nanoslits is investigated by considering the effects of
electric double layers overlapping. Both the analytical model and the numerical simulation
results are validated by comparing with the existing experimental data o f EOF velocity in
long pH-regulated nanoslits. The influences o f pH value and background salt concentration
on EOF velocity are studied by comparing the analytical results with numerical simulation
results. The predictions show that the EOF velocity increases first and then decreases with
background salt concentration increasing because o f the combined effects o f counter ion
concentrations and EDL thickness; the EOF velocity increases with the pH level o f the
aqueous solution because more counter ions are attracted at higher pH values. The
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comparisons between the analytical and numerical results also provide the scope of
application o f the analytical model, which is only suitable for lower pH levels, higher
background salt concentrations and long enough nanoslits, in which situations the ionic
concentration polarization effects at the ends o f the nanoslits are not obvious.

7.2

Future Research
Based on the research study in this dissertation, for future research, several important

aspects can be addressed in the following.
We used the chemistry o f the oxides to describe the charge properties on the pHregulated surface. Although the model used in our studies only included the activity of
hydrogen (H +) and hydroxyl (O H ) ions to determine the surface charge in terms o f the 2pK charging mechanisms, in order to get more realistic results, the absorption o f C 02 and
also metal absorption need to be considered in aqueous solutions. When the accumulation
metal cations (i.e. K + or Na+) o f ions next to the negatively charged surface have a
considerably high concentration comparing to the bulk, the metal anions and cations may
absorbed or partially absorbed at the interface o f the oxide surface and liquid, and forms a
compact layer called the Stern Layer (described in Introduction). Since the surface charging
mechanism and forming o f EDL also depend on the metal adsorption, the Stem Layer
model needs to be included in the model.
In the existence o f multivalent ions, such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ in the electrolyte solution,
many existing studies verified that the charge properties o f dielectric objects may be
reversed so that the considering o f multivalent ions is highly important while calculating
the correct surface charge properties.
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In order to maintain a constant pH level in an aqueous solution or indicate a specific
type o f ion in the solution during experimental studies, the scientist uses a buffer solution
(i.e. citric acid or disodium phosphate or sodium dihydrogenphospate or Tris) which
consists o f a mixture o f a weak acid and its conjugate base. Since the dissociation o f silanol
groups on the oxide surface in the existence o f the buffer solution in electrolyte solution
are dependent upon the concentration o f buffer solution, in order to get better validation or
determining the correct Ntotal, pK.a, pKb values with experimental data, the buffer solution
needs to be take into account.
Although in most cases the viscosity and density of the fluid is considered as a constant,
in the existence o f high ion accumulations on the pH-regulated surfaces, indeed, the
viscosity is affected by the temperature o f the fluid [174], the electric field [119] and
electrolyte concentration o f the aqueous solution (change due to the crowding) [181]. The
prediction o f the correct viscosity o f the fluid may give us a better result o f fluid behavior
inside the nanochannel and also correct conductance across the nanochannel.
For better understanding o f the electrokinetic flow behavior inside the nanochannel,
the effects o f geometrical field on concentration polarization needs to be investigated
further by comparing the 1-D, 2-D and 3-D models. Electroconvection effects can affect
the electrodiffusive solution to yield concentration polarization at the interface o f
nanochannel and reservoirs.
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